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When it comes to cutting down waste and 
increasing recycling, the main focus within 
the FM sector over the last couple of years 
has been on tackling the scourge of single 
use plastic. 
But as our catering feature in this issue reveals, a no less 
urgent consideration is in reducing the amount of food 
waste being generated within the hospitality and food 
service sector.  

According to WRAP, estimated annual food waste 
within UK households, hospitality & food service, food 
manufacture, retail and wholesale sectors in 2018 was 
around 9.5million tonnes, 70 per cent of which was 
intended to be consumed by people (30 per cent being 
the ‘inedible parts’). This has a value of over £19 billion a 
year, and is associated with more than 25 million tonnes of 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

One of the key issues here is that (in much the same way 
plastic waste was overlooked until relatively recently), 
while three quarters (75 per cent) of UK citizens have seen 
or heard information on food waste, only 39 per cent have 
made a strong link between throwing away uneaten food 
and climate change. Within the workplace catering and 
hospitality sector the task is even more of a challenge. 
Customers want a healthy choice of fresh ingredients from 
their food service suppliers, but not many of us give much 
thought to what happens to the food that doesn’t get eaten.

So it is encouraging to hear about the range of ways 
catering suppliers, FM services firms and client-side FMs 
are working to reduce food waste; see the article for some 
practical and inspiring ideas.

FMJ intends to continue its campaign to improve waste 
and recycling this year with our third annual survey on 
waste management in partnership with Grundon – the 
results of which will be published in the Summer.

As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect 
of  the magazine, together with your insight into what’s 
happening in the FM sector.
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Net Circulation 
10,666 July 2018 to June 2019
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Electric vehicles are making inroads into the FM 
space, not only in the adoption of electric vans by 
services suppliers but crucially, the provision by 
FM companies of EV solutions across the UK. We 
explore the practicality and beauty of LED lighting 
solutions in the workplace. How incorporating 
elements of nature into flooring design can help to 
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WHAT IS SFG20 AND ITS 
RELATIONSHIP TO IWMS?
David Smith, CEO, Bellrock 

SFG20 is the standard maintenance specifi cation for 
building engineering services and was originally 
launched in the early 1990s by what is now known 

as the Building Engineering Services Association (BESA). 
Today, it is the defi nitive standard for planned maintenance 
activities, in the United Kingdom. 

Building owners and FMs use the SFG20 guidance to 
ensure that maintenance regimes remain compliant, while 
identifying where effi  ciencies and savings could be made. 

A Unifi ed Vision
In 2017, the key industry bodies Chartered Institution of 
Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), the Construction 
Products Association (CPA) and the Building Engineering 
Services Association (BESA), supported by the BIM Task 
Group and UK BIM Alliance agreed on uniformity and 
alignment between asset-related taxonomies such as NRM3, 
SFG20 and BS 8544:2013. In practice, assets captured and 
aligned to NRM3 asset classifi cations, perhaps via a BIM 
model during design and construction, automatically inherit 
a relationship to BESA SFG20. This in turn, triangulates to BS 
8544:2013. The latter being guidance and recommendations 
on costing the lifecycle of maintaining a building during its 
use. 

Joining the dots
Historically, aligning the BESA SFG20 regime with CAFM 
(computer-aided facilities management) or IWMS (integrated 
workplace management system) software has been a manual 
and somewhat cumbersome exercise. To simplify the process 
Bellrock has recently developed the functionality to enable 
the Concerto IWMS to import a BESA subscriber’s SFG20 
taxonomy. This allows Bellrock users to view PPM (planned 
preventative maintenance) service history, tasks, remedials 
and documentation alongside the BESA SFG20 guidance 
allowing Bellrock clients to understand and manage their 
statutory and commercial risks.

The Concerto system and our expert consultants assist 
clients to simplify, conform to and manage these datasets 
using the digital estates lifecycle. This ranges from 
identifying business needs, to planning and acquisition, 
design and build, and in-use activities, ultimately supporting 
the decision to retain or dispose of the asset. We believe that 
an IWMS system that directly correlates and links to SFG20 
is a powerful tool for organisations to monitor and manage 
statutory and commercial risk while maintaining the golden 
thread between complex and important asset datasets.

What is Concerto IWMS? 
The Concerto system is much more than a typical standalone 
CAFM, or property management solution. An Integrated 
Workplace Management System (IWMS) is a term used 
to describe a single system that supports the recording of 
data and processes related to Facilities, Project, Real Estate, 
Spatial and Environmental management. 

In 2020, many organisations face a complex challenge of 
balancing acceptable levels of statutory compliance, with 
ever-diminishing budgets. Concerto assists organisations in 
adopting connected paperless processes with their supply-
chain partners or direct labour; allowing compliance evidence 
and information, including remedials to be directly uploaded. 
The direct upload of compliance information provides greater 
transparency, reduces administrative burden and cost.

Adopting Concerto and utilising transparent rate-cards and 
evidence-based payment processes drive cost avoidance and 
provide savings; allowing Concerto clients to manage their 
commercials risks eff ectively. 

Concerto brings traditionally disparate data, processes and 
teams together to provide insight and management of the 
property and asset-related data; ultimately allowing its users 
to manage commercial and statutory risks proactively. 

The Concerto platform supports over 200,000 sites, 
drives an average cost saving of 33 per cent on reactive 
maintenance spend, and processes over £1.3 billion of 
fi nancial transactions every year.

Part of the Bellrock Group, Concerto is trusted by the likes 
of John Lewis and Waitrose, Capita, and over 70 public sector 
organisations.

BSRIA AND IWFM SIGN MOU
Building Services Research and Information Association (BSRIA) has signed an 

MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) with the Institute of Workplace and 
Facilities Management (IWFM) formalising the organisations’ relationship.

The agreement outlines how BSRIA and IWFM will work cooperatively to improve the 
built environment and operational use of buildings.

Both BSRIA and IWFM share a common interest in the promotion of best practice 
within the workplace & facilities business discipline. This agreement provides a 
foundation for future collaborative working, enabling a louder voice in the industry to 
benefit members and the wider sector. It will hasten the pace of change, harnessing 
the opportunities presented by their respective membership, industry and government 
engagements.

The initial areas of joint interests will focus on:

� Development of operational and technical good practice guidance.

� Development of knowledge, training and competence across technical facilities 
management and building operators.

� Seeking opportunities to undertake joint research projects.

� Having an open and regular method of communication between executive teams 
through a joint steering group.

The MoU was signed on 17 January 2020 by Julia Evans OBE, Chief Executive, BSRIA and 
Linda Hausmanis Chief Executive, IWFM.

NET ZERO CARBON: UKGBC RELEASES NEW 
ENERGY PERFORMANCE TARGETS FOR OFFICES
The UK Green Building Council (UKGBC) has published new energy performance targets 
for commercial o� ices that are aiming to achieve net zero carbon in operation.

Following direct engagement with industry and analysis of the projected zero carbon 
energy capacity of the UK, UKGBC is recommending that the o� ices sector should reduce 
energy demand by an average of 60 per cent by 2050 to help the UK achieve net zero.

The targets were developed as an addition to UKGBC’s landmark 2019 report ‘Net Zero 
Carbon Buildings: A Framework Definition’, which sets out guidance for buildings seeking 
to achieve net zero for construction and operational energy. They have been developed 
in collaboration with Verco, 
Better Buildings Partnership 
and BPF, with support from 
Arup, Carbon Intelligence, 
JLL UK and TfL.

Details of the new energy 
performance targets are 
set out in a short paper 
and include a trajectory 
of targets starting from 
current best practice with 
tightening targets every five 
years up to 2035. By this 
date, all o� ices aiming to be 
net zero should be operating at the energy performance standards that will be needed 
by 2050.

According to the UKGBC, o� ices seeking zero carbon for operational energy should 
first meet the energy performance targets, then meet demand as far as possible through 
renewable energy and finally o� set any remaining carbon. This data should then be 
independently verified and publicly disclosed on an annual basis to demonstrate how 
the net zero balance has been achieved.

Richard Twinn, Senior Policy Advisor at UKGBC said: “The net zero carbon buildings 
framework was introduced to bring consistency about what net zero carbon means in 
practice. The industry is already starting to use the framework to meet net zero, but these 
targets will begin to raise the bar for o� ices, placing much greater emphasis on energy 
e� iciency before renewable energy and o� sets. They will challenge the o� ices sector and 
show the way towards buildings that are truly fit for 2050.”

WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS 

www.bellrockgroup.co.uk
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03-04 MARCH 2020
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RDS Dublin, Ireland 
www.workplaceandfacilitiesexpo.com

03-05 MARCH 2020
Futurebuild 
ExCeL, London  
www.futurebuild.co.uk

04  MARCH 2020
Kimberly-Clark Professional Golden 
Service Awards 2020
www.goldenserviceawards.co.uk

18-20  MARCH 2020
World Workplace Europe 
Amsterdam, Netherlands
www.worldworkplaceeurope.ifma.org

25-26 MARCH 2020 
The Manchester Cleaning Show 2020
Event City, Manchester
www.cleaningshow.co.uk/manchester

06 MAY 2020 
The National Facility Management & 
Maintenance Show
Arena MK, Milton Keynes
www.facilityandmaintenanceexpo.co.uk

06-07 MAY 2020 
Health Estates & Facilities Management 
Association Leadership Forum
Stadium MK, Milton Keynes
www.hefma.co.uk/conference

19-21  MAY 2020
Facilities Show 2020 
ExCeL, London  
www.facilitiesshow.com

08-09 SEPTEMBER 2020 
Hotel Facilities Management Expo
ExCeL, London  
www.hfmexpo.co.uk
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OFFICE BUILDINGS ARE 
LOSING £60M IN WASTED 
ENERGY EVERY YEAR
Energy being wasted every year by a few thousand 

o� ice buildings across five UK cities could power over 
100,000 homes and is costing businesses £60 million in 
unnecessary energy bills according to a new report from 
the think tank, Green Alliance.

The scale is largest in the capital. Wasted energy by the City 
of London’s o� ices is equivalent to the amount used to power 
over 65,000 homes, similar to the housing stock of the London 
Borough of Kingston upon Thames. This is costing the City’s 
businesses £35 million a year. It also has a climate impact, 
generating the same level of carbon emissions as 46,000 cars 
every year.

The problem is widespread across other UK cities. Energy 
currently wasted by less than 3,300 o� ice buildings in the cities 
of Manchester, Bristol, Leeds and Birmingham could power 
over 42,000 homes, costing businesses across the four cities 
£25 million a year in unnecessary bills.

There have been limited e� orts to address this. Most of the 
UK’s commercial buildings are energy ine� icient and, overall, 
energy consumption per square metre has flatlined since 2002.

The report, written for Green Alliance’s Tech Task Force, 
highlights that better use of digital technology is one obvious 
solution, to save both money and carbon. Examples of how 
it can help reduce energy use include smart sensors and 
algorithms, to track and modulate energy use in di� erent parts 
a building. Evidence shows that these technologies can vastly 
improve the energy performance of commercial buildings.

There are substantial opportunities for immediate and 
easy gains. Artificial intelligence energy optimisation systems 
already on the market could cut energy use by as much as 14 
per cent in commercial buildings with pay back in just a few 
months. For the City of London, for example, businesses could 
save £13 million on their collective energy bill within a year.

Used alongside better business incentives, these 
technologies would lead to further energy e� iciency, as 
already seen in Australia. Over the past 13 years, the National 
Australian Built Environment Rating System has brought down 
energy use across Australia’s o� ice buildings by nearly 40 per 
cent. It requires annual disclosure of the energy performance 
of buildings and encourages the use of digital technologies, 
leading to year on year improvements.

If this level of progress was achieved in the City of London, 
its business energy bills would come down by a total of £367 
million over the next decade.

The government’s adviser, the Committee on Climate 
Change, says cutting energy waste is vital to reach the UK’s net 
zero emissions by 2050 goal. Although the government has 
committed to cut business energy use by 2030 by at least a 
fi� h, existing policies will not achieve it.

FMJ and Grundon 
launch 2020 
recycling and waste 
management survey
Waste management plays 
an integral role in any FM 
sustainability strategy, which is 
why FMJ, in conjunction with 
Grundon Waste Management have 
launched their third major survey 
into how FMs approach their 
waste management and recycling 
responsibilities.

The two previous surveys have 
revealed increasing preoccupations 
amongst FMs in meeting 
increasingly stringent legislative 
demands to minimise waste, 
improve resource effi  ciency and 
achieve compliance.

In 2019, the results showed 
a signifi cant shift in priorities 
amongst FMs. In 2018, 80 per 
cent of respondents believed 
compliance was the most 
important aspect of their role, 
but by 2019, more than two 
thirds (70 per cent) cited service 
delivery as their most important 
consideration. Meanwhile, a huge 
majority (94 per cent) believe there 
is an increasing emphasis within 
their day-to-day role to manage 
sustainability and environmental 
credentials.

Complete the survey here 
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/
GRUNDON2020

Salisbury Group 
lands Civil Aviation 
Authority TFM deal
Salisbury Group has secured a 
minimum fi ve-year total facilities 
management contract with the 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) 
worth over £8 million.

The CAA is the UK’s specialist 
aviation regulator and manages 
licenses, safety and standards for 
the industry. 

Salisbury Group will provide 
integrated services including offi  ce 
services, engineering maintenance, 
manned guarding, cleaning, 
landscaping and other related FM 
services across all CAA premises, 
including the head offi  ce near 
Gatwick Airport as well as offi  ces 
in Crawley, London, Manchester 
and Stirling.

FMJ.CO.UK      NEWS & ANALYSIS
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  ASSOCIATION NEWS

A YouGov poll, commissioned by RICS, 
revealed that 62 per cent of real estate 

and construction workers do not feel that 
environmental sustainability is at the centre of 
their employer’s decision-making. The survey 
also found that 34 per cent of workers feel their 
employer is not doing enough to reduce its 
environmental impact, with 22 per cent unsure 
if their employer is doing enough. Yet from 
devastating bushfires to major earthquakes, it’s 
clear it is imperative for us all to join in acting 
now to avoid further catastrophe. 

RICS is therefore urging property and 
construction firms to make 2020 the year they 
commit to going ‘green’ and combating the 
climate crisis. In October 2019, RICS launched 
the Value the Planet campaign and committed 
to forming a climate change expert panel as we 
take steps to implement the UN’s sustainable 
development goals.

Value the Planet aims to encourage firms of all 
sizes in the built environment sector to reduce 

their operational impact on the environment, and 
to consider the longer-term sustainability of their 
business decision-making on society by adopting 
the UN’s sustainable development goals (SDGs) 
that provide a model for addressing the most 
important economic, social and environmental 
challenges of our time.

RICS has also launched a Responsible Business 
Report filled with solutions for companies to 
operate in a greener capacity, regardless of the 
firm’s size. This includes introducing higher 
recycling rates and reducing energy, transport and 
water use where possible.

The survey results are an honest analysis of what 
needs to be done in order to tackle the climate 
crisis. A truly collaborative approach is needed, 
from not just firms but the industry bodies too. 
That’s why RICS is calling on everyone to make a 
change this year. With a new decade beginning, 
the stakes have never been so high and it’s 
imperative for us all to act now, collaboratively.

You can support us in our commitment to 

reduce the built environment’s carbon footprint 
in a number of ways. Join us on Twitter and 
tweet us using the hashtag #RICSResolutions 
with your green resolution for 2020. You can get 
in touch and share a case study with us on what 
you or your firm are doing this year to go green. 
You can even submit an entry to the RICS Social 
Impact Awards for 2020, where we’re celebrating 
the industry’s positive and transformational 
contribution to society by way of human, social 
and environmental impact. What have you got to 
lose? Visit www.rics.org/uk/training-events/rics-
awards/call-for-entries/ for more information on 
the awards. 

If you’re yet to make a change or need a bit 
more inspiration on where to start, you can also 
download our sustainable business toolkit with 
just a click of a button online. Even the smallest 
step can make the biggest di� erence to the planet.

For more information on RICS’ free ‘Value the 
Planet’ tools and resources, visit 
http://www.rics.org/valuetheplanet

In the last week of January, we launched the 
twentieth edition of our renowned Awards. So 
much has changed in the two decades since 

the BIFM Awards first appeared in 2001, when a 
state of the art mobile device was a 2G phone, 
the World Trade Centre’s Twin Towers were still 
standing and Prime Minister Blair’s PFI initiative 
was set to be our public sector saviour. 

Yet, a quick scan of the 12 categories we had 
that year might suggest that little has changed: 
customer service, check; innovation, check; new 
technology; check; environmental impact, check. 
Each one a vital area where facilities management 
has been giving businesses the edge for decades.  

Take a closer look and you’ll see quite a bit has 
changed. Back then the category list was more 
focused on the hard stu�  - the real estate, the fit-
out. We seemed to take more pride in applauding 
our PPPs than our people projects. Back then the 
provenance of the ‘people experience’ lay with 
human resources, with the FM’s role confined to the 
asset and the estate. Not anymore. 

The evolution of the facilities profession over 
the last two decades can be distinctly traced in the 
development of our Awards categories: Workplace 
Experience (whether in an o� ice, a hospital or even 

a space station); Collaboration; Wellbeing; People 
Development. This is a profession so much about 
people that we now choose to focus on the human 
aspect in our contract and procurement practice 
with the Social Value award.

Of course, technology, innovation and core 
facilities management remain cornerstones 
of our profession, which is why two of our five 
new categories for 2020 are Product of the Year 
and Asset Excellence, the latter re-introduced to 
underline this core aspect of the job. 

So this year we celebrate being twenty with a new 
look Awards: a new name; five new categories; and 
streamlined entry guidance.

We talk about our profession’s impact year in, year 
out, but this year we have put it in lights. For 2020 
we’ve rebranded as the IWFM Impact Awards to 
give the maximum emphasis on what these awards 
represent: the powerful impact our profession has 
on organisations, economies and society - more 
than anything, the di� erence our professionals 
make every day to the workplaces they serve.

I calculate that our Awards has celebrated over 
250 outstanding projects and teams since 2001. My 
hunch is that they are the tip of the iceberg. Please 
do not allow your achievements, innovations and 

ideas to go unnoticed; get your entries together and 
help us to keep celebrating the fantastic talent in 
our diverse industry. 

Entries close at midday on Monday 4 May, giving 
plenty of time to read through the 15 categories and 
choose the best option(s) for you, your team or your 
organisation.
To enter and find out more, please visit: 
www.iwfmawards.org

IWFM AWARDS ARE TWENTY: IT’S TIME TO 
ACKNOWLEDGE FM’S REAL IMPACT! 

VALUE THE PLANET

So this year we celebrate being twenty with a new 
look Awards: a new name; five new categories; and 

We talk about our profession’s impact year in, year 

give the maximum emphasis on what these awards 

250 outstanding projects and teams since 2001. My 

To enter and find out more, please visit: 
www.iwfmawards.org
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Smoke control is a crucial life safety system. It needs to 
be carefully designed, properly installed and meticulously 
commissioned by recognised experts. Once installed, it must 
be regularly checked and maintained by qualifi ed engineers.

These people should hold recognised third-party certifi cation.

Smoke kills twice as many people as fi re.
Fire grabs more headlines but it is the smoke that’s more 

likely to kill you. It takes only 2-3 breaths of toxic smoke to 
knock you out. 5-10 minutes of smoke inhalation can cause 
permanent brain damage. You could be dead within 15 minutes.

Smoke control is too important to be entrusted 
to a ‘fi re company’.
Although clearly related to fi re, smoke control systems 

demand specifi c, thorough maintenance by specialist engineers. 
Too often, smoke control is lumped in with fi re alarms and 
security and then “subbed out to a smoke vent or AOV man”.

Sadly, not all of these are fully qualifi ed or competent.

Customers trust our smoke control servicing.
Our engineers undergo thorough and comprehensive 

training from experienced staff on joining. This is refreshed 
regularly and supplemented whenever there are important 
developments or regulatory updates.

Colt has been the industry’s leading smoke control expert 
for over 70 years. Our engineers are qualifi ed to service all 
smoke control systems – not just our own. 

It’s no surprise then, that when looking for someone 
reliable and trustworthy to handle the design, installation and 
maintenance of their smoke control, so many more people do 
the same thing. They choose the most qualifi ed. Colt.

To fi nd out more, visit: coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
Alternatively, call us on 02392 491735 or email: 
service@uk.coltgroup.com

Choose Colt

Using a ‘fi re company’ for your smoke control 
maintenance could be dangerous.

Service Expertise built on proven experience.

3941.19 Colt Dangerous Ad - FMJ.indd   1 30/07/2019   13:59

mailto:service@uk.coltgroup.com
http://www.coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
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LONGER LIFE
Business drivers such as employee engagement 

and investor pressure are encouraging many 
organisations to make bold commitments such 
as carbon neutrality. Beyond these commitments 
is a need to better understand the organisations’ 
carbon emissions and how to mainstream 
investment in e� iciencies and integrate 
behaviours into the culture.

What is driving this change in corporate behaviour?

Let’s start by looking at the drivers a� ecting energy 
performance of facilities: 

» Employees are becoming a major driver. 
Developing a culture of Corporate Responsibility 
and a purpose driven organisation are necessary 
for attracting and retaining talent. Starting from the 
recruitment phase it requires attracting individuals 
who align with the values of the business and can 
respond to dialogue associated with being a good 
corporate citizen.

» Regulation has also played a role in driving energy 
performance in the past 15 years. It has raised 
awareness and provided data to enable informed 
decisions to be made. But a lack of enforcement and 
incentives for implementation has seen much of the 
early ambitions on savings fade away. 

» Cost is anticipated to increase by up to 100% due 
to the rising cost of fuel together with the additional 
costs to maintain and upgrade the infrastructure(1). We 
are seeing this shi�  already in the proportion of energy 
bills related to consumption and to overhead charges.

» Investors are also taking a keen view. The TCFD(2)  
sets out requirements for financial disclosure of 
climate risks which all stock market listed businesses 
need to respond to. Property is one of the biggest risks 
to an organisation, with climate change negatively 
a� ecting the book value(3). 

Of these drivers, regulation will only play a limited 
role if low enforcement continues. Investors, cost and 
employees will be placing more pressure on larger 
organisations and this will cascade down the supply 
chain. Traditional barriers for most organisations 
have been the ability to translate these drivers 
into actions and then communicate the results – 

this represents a direct opportunity for FM to get 
involved. How to do this is via a strategy which has 
defined targets that align with the business. 

DEVELOPING A STRATEGY
Building a strategy requires knowledge from a 
range of departments and activities within the 
organisation. The strategy will depend very much 
upon the culture of the business and its approach 
to both risk, returns and its maturity on the 
sustainability curve(4). 

A critical output is the ability to measure, track and 
value the impact of sustainability activities on core 
business and financial metrics. To do this will require 
an understanding of the underlying drivers and 
provision of a single measure performance indicator 
to communicate the value of these sustainability 
activities. 

The first step towards developing a strategy is to 
perform a materiality review – looking at a matrix 
that links the importance of sustainability to both 
the business (e.g. delivering value) and external 
parties (e.g. managing risks). The process of 
understanding the business and stakeholders is o� en 
underestimated but can provide a very clear insight 
into how value can be generated in conjunction with 
improved sustainability performance. A starting point 
for the materiality review can be taken from the SFMI 
assessment(5)  which has defined 23 material issues 
for the FM sector. Data will be required to support 
the review together with interviews to provide the 
supporting context. 

Incorporating supply chain activities within the 
materiality review is important, helping to bring in 
the wider impacts of the operations and therefore 
the potential additional value – this will also mean 
understanding them as stakeholders with regards to 
what can be achieved. 

Plotting the matrix will essentially be a series 
of dots, with those in the top right quadrant 
typically identified as those which are important 
to stakeholders and will also deliver the greatest 
value to the organisation. That is the starting point, 
because each of these will need to be developed 
and implemented, with progress and value 
communicated through a series of actions or defined 
targets. 

The resulting material outputs, the actions, and 
the value captured will help to communicate the 
strategic direction to the senior management in a 
language that they understand along with the value 
provided by the FM team.

CHANGING THE CORPORATE CULTURE
Responding to market pressures such as carbon 
neutrality and removal of single-use plastics, without 
being part of a wider strategy will not change the 
corporate culture, but will instead reinforce the 
idea of task-based activities being the remit of FM. 
Ultimately, this doesn’t need KPI’s as initiatives are 
task based and therefore doesn’t get traction within 
the business. 

The power that underpins this approach is to 
define very clearly the value that FM provides to the 
business in a language which is understood and 
connects directly into the reporting measures. This 
doesn’t have to be about just costs, with employee 
engagement and investor pressures also significant. 

In many cases, to achieve the value there will be 
shared responsibilities and outcomes which will help 
both parties – ‘what’s in it for me’. The move towards 
employee engagement and where FM supports is a 
prime example of this, helping reduce turnover and 
improve satisfaction. 

The imperative is not just internal within the FM 
department, but with wider business including 
procurement and supply chain management having 
a key role. It is this activity that the third article will 
focus upon. 

The second in a series of articles by Sunil Shah of Acclaro Advisory on 
sustainability looks at developing a sustainable strategy and how to take 
your carbon programme beyond a short-term initiative

REFERENCE NOTES

(1)  www.nationalgrideso.com/insights/future-energy-
scenarios-fes

(2) www.fsb-tcfd.org/

(3) https://europe.uli.org/wp-content/uploads/
sites/127/2019/02/ULI_Heitlman_Climate_Risk_Report_
February_2019.pdf 

(4) www.accenture.com/us-en/insight-un-global-compact-
ceo-study

(5) www.acclaro-advisory.com/wp-content/
uploads/2019/07/The-2019-SFMI-Assessment-Criteria-
upload-for-website-1.pdf
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Personal protective equipment (PPE) is:
‘all equipment (including clothing a� ording 

protection against the weather) which is 
intended to be worn or held by a person at work 
and which protects the user against one or more 
risks to their health or safety.’

Examples include:
� Safety helmets

� Gloves

� Safety boots or other footwear

� Eye protection and face shields

� High-visibility clothing

� Warm and weatherproof clothing

� Safety harnesses or fall arrest systems

� Hearing protection

� Respiratory protective equipment.

When choosing PPE make sure it:

� Is appropriate for the risks and the working 
environment. For example, eye protection for 
the avoidance of splashing with agricultural 
pesticides may not o� er adequate face 
protection when using an angle grinder to cut 
steel.

� Takes into account the needs of the job and 
the demands it places on the wearer; such 
as the length of time it needs to be worn, the 
physical e� ort required to do the job and the 
requirements for visibility and communication.

� Adequately controls the risk presented by 
the hazard without increasing overall risk 
experienced by the worker. (eg. Ear-defenders 
that reduce the level of noise impacting on the 
worker may make it di� icult to hear audible 
alarms.)

� Takes into account the user’s health, ergonomics, 
physical and other factors.

� Can be adjusted to fit the wearer correctly.

� Is compatible when more than one item of PPE is 
being worn. For example, does a particular type 
of respirator make it di� icult for eye protection to 
be fitted properly?

Recommendations for employers:

� Assess the risks to employee’s health and safety 
arising from the work activities.

� Organise work activities so that PPE is not 
necessary, eg introduce engineering controls to 
remove hazards.

� Where PPE is necessary (because all risks can’t be 
controlled), select appropriate items that suit the 
wearer and are made to the required standard.

� Supply employees with the necessary PPE free 
of charge.

� Train employees to use PPE, and explain any 
limitations of the equipment.

� Ensure compatibility if more than one item of 
PPE is worn.

� Ensure that PPE is maintained and inspected.

� Replace defective or lost PPE. 

In addition:

� Investigate when PPE is not being used and take 
appropriate action.

� Ensure safety signs are displayed to users to 
wear PPE.

Training on the use of PPE must include:

� The circumstances in which PPE is required and 
how to use it e� ectively.

� Awareness of why PPE is needed, when it is to be 
used, repaired or replaced and its limitations.

� The dangers of working without PPE.

� The procedure for replacing PPE.

LEGAL DUTIES
Under the Personal Protective Equipment at Work 
Regulations 1992: ‘Every employer shall ensure 
that suitable personal protective equipment is 
provided to his employees who may be exposed to 
a risk to their health or safety while at work except 
where and to the extent that such risk has been 
adequately controlled by other means which are 
equally or more e� ective’.

The Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 
(HSWA) places a general duty of care on employers 
for ensuring the safety of their employees and 
others and requires that no charge may be made for 
providing PPE (section 9).

CASE LAW
The costs of not providing the correct PPE can far 
outweigh the costs of buying it.

A farmer was prosecuted for failing to provide 
adequate training in the safe use of All Terrain 
Vehicles (ATVs) following an accident to an 
employee. The investigation revealed that the 
employee had not received any training in the safe 
operation of ATVs and at the time of the accident 
was not wearing a safety helmet, although one was 
available. It also appeared that other employees 
had operated the ATV without training and without 
using the PPE provided. A fine of £350 together with 
£1,006 costs resulted.

Large civil liability claims for injuries arising from 
a failure to provide appropriate PPE can also be 
brought against the employer. 

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT 
(PPE) IN THE WORKPLACE 

In the hierarchy of risk control, PPE is considered to rank lowest 
and represents the option of last resort. PPE is only appropriate 
where the hazard in question cannot be totally removed or 
adequately controlled by other means (for example by isolating 
the hazard or reducing the risk at source to an acceptable level).

www.barbour-ehs.com

In association with

http://www.barbour-ehs.com


TALK TO US ABOUT OUR GIGATON CHALLENGE
Our commitment to transform the industry & continue to create a more sustainable future

t  08457 165 162  e ukmarketing@trane.com
www.trane.co.uk

EQUIPMENT  l  CLIMATE RENTAL  l  ENERGY MANAGEMENT  l  SERVICE  l  MAINTENANCE  l  SPARE PARTS

HFO & LOW-GWP 
REFRIGERANT
Environmentally friendly 
refrigerant carefully 
selected per application

CONTROLS & 
COMMUNICATIONS
Optimisation for your HVAC 
plant, helping with energy 
and cost savings

SERVICES
& RENTAL
Providing efficient services, 
emergency back up and 
offering Servitisation with 
Trane Eaasy

ELECTRIFICATION 
OF HEATING
Heat pumps offer an alternative 
and green solution for heating

mailto:ukmarketing@trane.com
http://www.trane.co.uk
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SECURE SPACE
Flexible o� ice space across Europe has more 

than doubled in size since 2014 and is set to 
grow by up to 30 per cent per year over the next 
five years. The drivers behind this rapid growth 
are changes in how, when and where people 
work, shi� s in lifestyle, and rapid advancements 
in technology that allow remote working. Cities 
such as Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Manchester, 
London, Cardi� , Edinburgh and Glasgow have 
experienced strong growth. Flexible spaces in 
London already makes up around 20 per cent of 
the total.

The explosion in tech start-ups and the rise of 
the gig economy is driving the market, whilst 
corporate attitudes are changing from having one 
large headquarters to being flexible about where 
sta�  work. Companies are realising, too, especially 
those in the tech sector, that to attract the right 
calibre of employees they need to be flexible in 
terms of location and work patterns, which means 
the traditional 9-5 o� ice setting may no longer be 
suitable. 

This growth in flexible and shared o� ice space is 
prompting facility managers to look for better ways 
of creating safe working environments and which are 
accessible 24/7.

However, the very nature of flexible o� ice space, 
characterised by an ever changing, transitory 
workforce, presents quite a challenge, especially 
where there isn’t a permanent reception or security 
team. The most vulnerable location tends to be 
the front entrance, where there is a temptation for 
criminals to simply walk through in the knowledge 
that they won’t be challenged. Add to this the fact 
that many tech and gig-based businesses need 24/7 
access and you can see why getting entrance control 
right might at first seem daunting. However, there 
are a number of options:

SPEED GATES
Speed Gates are a good choice if there is a 
permanently sta� ed reception point, especially if 
there is a high throughput of people. That’s because 
they are capable of allowing around 40 people per 
minute to transit through each lane, and can be 
specified in multiple banks to facilitate a greater 
throughput of people per minute. 

In order to prevent criminals gaining access by 
closely following behind an authorised user, without 

presenting the correct ID, biometric or pin, Speed 
Gates should incorporate anti-tailgating measures. It 
is also worth specifying alarms on the cabinet in case 
a person attempts to use it as a base to climb over. 
The alarm alerts the facility manager or security team 
who can then intervene and apprehend the would-be 
intruder. 

In terms of aesthetics, most Speed Gates are highly 
customisable and can be specified with a wide range 
of materials, finishes and colours such as stainless 
steel, bronze and Corian, making them contrast or 
complement the interior design scheme. They can 
be provided with compact footprints, suitable for 
smaller entrance areas with restricted space, and 
can be retro-fitted into refurbished buildings with 
minimal disruption to existing floors.

SECURITY PORTAL
Where secure 24/7 access is required, and where 
there isn’t a sta� ed reception or manned-security 
team, Security Portals are the best choice, because 
they are capable of preventing unauthorised access 
and forced entry attack.

Security Portals operate as a standalone 
interlocking door system creating a highly secure 
physical barrier at the point of entry. They provide 
an e� ective method of controlling access through 
single-person authenticated entry, whilst preventing 
a person tailgating their way into the building.

Recent innovations in the industry include fire 
rated portals which can give people vital extra 
minutes to escape in the event of a fire because they 
help maintain the ‘safe corridor’ out of the building. 
Once occupants have safely evacuated there are 

other benefits, because they then protect data and 
other assets from the flames by providing up to two 
hours protection.

Until relatively recently, it was common for 
fire-rated swing doors to be used within a building 
to protect data and assets from fire. However, the 
problem with these kinds of installations is that 
once the door is open anyone can pass through it by 
tailgating the person in front – and there is even the 
temptation for that person to hold the door open for 
them. So, although security doors are robust and can 
meet the required fire regulations, it relies on only 
authorised users entering. A number of specifiers 
have approached us because they were looking 
for a more secure, airlock, physical entry barrier 
that would also provide resistance to fire from both 
directions. When valid credentials are presented our 
Security Portals enable single person transit and 
include APD technology (Anti Piggy-Backing Device) 
to prevent tailgating. The APD scans the inside of the 
portal with an ultrasonic sensor and is combined 
with a two zone pressure mat to ensure that only 
one person has entered. If more than one person is 
present within the portal, an alarm is triggered and 
the transit is denied.

Having this level of security in place means that 
combining it with a fire rating would meet the 
requirements for a safe and secure physical entry 
barrier and remove the need for a fire curtain. 
Anywhere that there is a requirement to protect 
electronic or physical data records from fire and 
criminals requires an integrated physical security and 
fire rated approach. That includes public R&D suites, 
record o� ices, IT rooms, laboratories or research 
facilities, and as a result, many of the units now 
available can be easily retrofitted, which is helped by 
the fact that they are stand-alone units.

PAY-AS-YOU-GO
Where there is a requirement for a pay-as-you-go 
o� ice space, Speed Gates and Security Portals are 
available that can be integrated with, and operated 
using coin, contactless card or NFC payment 
terminals.  This enables your client to operate on 
either a membership basis or on a pay-as-you go 
charge to use the facilities, day or night, ensuring 
only paid users and authorised personnel have 
access.

Speed Gates are available that have been 
specifically designed for pay-to-access facilities and 
can operate by membership ID card or payment 
terminal.  Access to the Speed Gate cabinet and 
coin box is controlled by separate locks, ensuring 
only authorised personnel can access either 
compartment. Having the ability to take revenue 
without the requirement for a manned reception 
facilitates extended operating hours.

Both Security Portals and Speeds Gates can be 
integrated with a wide range of access control 
devices such as facial recognition, card readers, 
biometric identification, barcode scanners, people 
counters or ID cards.

Flexible offi  ce space is predicted to grow by an average of 25 per cent per year 
over the next fi ve years. Getting entrance security right is an important part 
of maintaining the appeal of these workspaces argues Iain Entwistle, Product 
Marketing Manager at Meesons A.I.
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Ask

about optimising the 
performance of your 
HVAC systems

COOLING  |  HEATING  |  VENTILATION  |  CONTROLS

Whether you are responsible for a single building 
or an entire estate, you need the assurance of reliable, 
efficient HVAC solutions that simplify monitoring 
and energy reporting with the added convenience 
of remote control.

Ask me how I can help you run your estates with 
our extensive range of energy-efficient solutions. 

Find out more about Mitsubishi Electric’s HVAC 
solutions at: solutions-me.co.uk/footprint

http://solutions-me.co.uk/footprint
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FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
Kevin Rowe, Managing Director of SafetyBuyer.com describes the most 
common mistakes made when placing safety signs

In a busy workplace, employees 
come into contact with many 

potential risks on a daily basis. In 
certain sectors where workers have to 
handle hazardous materials, that risk 
is greatly increased. 

For these workplaces, incorporating 
safety signs into the work environment is 
a proven way to minimise risks and keep 
employees safe at work. Moreover, it is 
a requirement of UK business owners to 
provide su� icient warnings of potential 
risks to their employees, as outlined in 
the Health and Safety (Safety Signs and 
Signals) Regulations 1996(i). 

The regulations state that:
» Employers must take into account the 
results of their risk assessments before 
deciding when and where to use safety 
signs.

» Safety signs must be provided and 
maintained in circumstances where 
there is a significant risk to health and 
safety that has not been removed or 
controlled by other methods.

» Safety signs must not be used as a 
substitute for other means of controlling 
risks to employees.

» Safety signs are not needed when no 
significant risks are present, with the 
exception of certain fire safety signs that 
are required under all circumstances.

» Companies must ensure that their 
employees are aware of and understand 
the meaning of safety signs.

The regulations provide the groundwork 
for employers to make sure that no 
injuries occur due to negligence. 
However, there are a number of 
mistakes that FMs and business owners 
can make regarding the placement 
of their safety signage that can cause 
problems and leave sta�  members at 
risk.

FINDING YOUR PLACE
One of the most frequent errors made 
when implementing safety signs in a 
workplace is simply placing the signage 
in the wrong place. This can seem quite 
insignificant, but the placement of a 
sign can have a dramatic impact on 
its usefulness and e� ectiveness - for 
example, placing a sign above head 
height means that workers won’t see 
it unless they are specifically looking 
for it.

SIGNING OFF
Other issues regarding the 

placement of a sign can arise when 
the warning is placed too far from 
the intended hazard - meaning that 
workers don’t associate the sign with 
the hazard it relates to. Alternatively, 
having the warnings too close to a 
hazard can have a similar e� ect, as 
workers are unable to read the notice 
until they are already in danger.

To avoid these types of issues, signs 
should be placed in highly visible 
areas, ideally at eye level, and should 
not be obscured by other objects. 
Additionally, if a safety notice is 
required in a poorly lit location, it’s 
crucial that the signage is illuminated 
to make sure it isn’t missed by those 
working in the area.

LESS IS MORE
Although it seems counter-intuitive, 
using too many safety signs can be 
almost as bad for health and safety 
as not having the necessary notices 
at all. The first and most obvious 
reason is that employees will likely to 
be overwhelmed by the number of 
notices and may struggle to find the 
information that is relevant to their 
needs - or worse, the sheer number of 
notices may cause workers to ignore 
the information entirely.

In certain industries, employees 
will come into contact with a number 
of unavoidable hazards on a regular 
basis. In these types of workplaces, 
where a number of warning signs 
are required, the best approach is 
to ensure that the most essential 
warnings take priority, while warnings 
that relate to specific equipment or 
areas of the workplace are placed in 
those relevant locations.

Site-wide safety information can be 
placed at a few central locations to 
ensure that employees have all of the 
relevant information, without needing 
to cover the entire workplace with 
signage that will draw the eye away 

from the most important notices.

MAINTAINING STANDARDS
Once you have determined the best 
locations for signage to be placed, it is 
important to avoid another common 
mistake - failing to keep the notices well 
maintained.

In many workplaces across the 
country you can find broken, faded 
or corroded safety signs that not 
only a� ect the cleanliness of the 
workplace, but also make the notices 
di� icult or impossible to read, severely 
compromising the usefulness of the 
warning.

As well as keeping permanent 
signage well maintained from a fixture 
standpoint, it’s also important to 
regularly review the notices and ensure 
that the information on it remains 
relevant and correct. This is particularly 
important if circumstances change in 
the workplace.

For example, this may be necessary 
when a piece of equipment has been 
replaced, the workplace has been 
renovated and emergency exit routes 
have changed; additionally, when 
certain members of sta�  have moved 
on, safety notices may need to be 
updated to reflect who the current first 
aider or health and safety liaison is. 
In all of these cases, the safety signs 
should be updated to reflect the new 
information and all employees should 
be notified of the changes.

KEEP IT CLEAR
The final - and arguably the most 
important - step is to ensure that all 
signage features clear messaging and 
that employees can quickly understand 
the meaning behind the notice.

Although safety signs are mostly a 
visual tool, it can o� en be di� icult to 
decipher what the notice is warning 
against without the complementary 
text. Additionally, if a sign has too 
much text, workers may have trouble 
understanding it.

An ideal safety sign should make it 
clear what the warning is and state in 
simple terms the precise nature of the 
hazard and the action that should be 
taken to avoid it. By placing well-
designed signage in the right places, 
your business will be able to achieve 
significant improvements to health and 
safety.

(i) www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1996/341/
contents/made

FAST FACTS

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1996/341/contents/made
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THE FUTURE OF FM:

Sustainable & Efficient

“Facilities Show 
is the only yearly 
event in my calendar 
I can never miss. 
It’s crammed 
with exciting FM 
innovation, helps me 
secure extra budget 
for my building 
management 
strategy and leaves 
me inspired every 
time I go.”

REGISTER TODAY AT FACILITIESSHOW.COM

Be part of the world’s largest dedicated facilities management event. 
Facilities Show is the meeting place for the FM community and the 

perfect place to network with like-minded peers.

https://registration.n200.com/survey/1auuhixf4o8on?actioncode=PRT1
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� IWFM Women in FM @IWFM_WomeninFM
The lean thinking process starts with the 
customer, efficiencies are the outcome of a 
customer oriented lean process. #WIFM2020

� Antony Slumbers @antonyslumbers
Latest blog post from me: ‘The 2010s were 
about efficiency in the workplace. If we are 
smart, the 2020s will be about effectiveness.’ / 
Guesting on the excellent @essensys

� Declan Grant Event Researcher at Unwired 
Ventures Ltd linkedin.com/in/declan-
grant-587506146
With more & more of those belonging to Gen Z 
enter the workplace; we are now seeing new 
methods being implemented which looks to 
enhance their productivity.

� RoSPA Workplace @RoSPAWorkplace
Whether you’re a manager who needs to handle 
health and safety or looking to further your 
career in health and safety, hitting the ground 
running with IOSH is vital to your future career. 
http://ow.ly/JfRP50xASaJ #HealthandSafety 
@IOSH_tweets

� Michael Kohn linkedin.com/in/makohn
Founder of Confers: End-to-end consultation 
on built environment, innovation or 
transformation projects. What are the current 
ways of discovering what makes the end user 
be or feel most productive in their workplace? 
#workplaceproductivity #enduser

� Sodexo UK & Ireland @SodexoUK_IRE
5 key UK facts from the Sodexo Global 
Workplace study. View the infographic here - 
http://ow.ly/aiSy50y5cVN #WorkReimagined

� Leesman @Leesman_Index
2019’s Leesman+ list is here! Just a fraction 
of the workplaces we measure receive 
the coveted Leesman+ accreditation. 
Check out our video for a peek at some 
of last year’s best workplaces #bestwork 
#bestworkplaces https://twitter.com/i/
status/1219566752415256576

� Acas @acasorguk
Whenever a worker is absent from work due to 
illness, a return to work meeting should be held 
on their return #Managingabsence

PLANET FM
Carbon Neutral, Carbon O� setting, Net 

zero, rewilding, green roofs, wellbeing, 
single use plastic: the list of things to be 

aware of, to cut, to manage and recycle could 
be seen as bewildering. But we have to see 
headlines, targets and the call for businesses 
to be seen to be responding to the climate 
emergency not in cynical terms. Ignore the 
media headline and marketing hype. Cut to the 
chase. We have no choice. We have to act now. 
Our planet; our house is burning up. There’s 
a need for action and it is right now. What’s 
more as custodians of the built environment we 
are probably as well placed as any profession 
or discipline to make a major impact to drive 
change. 

In previous blogs we have discussed how those 
of us that work in FM and the built environment 
more generally have a huge role to play in energy 
and carbon usage, both in the assets we operate 
but also more importantly within the operations 
we run. The danger of this singular focus on the 
environment though is that the importance of 
delivering on wider sustainable targets are lost 
or ignored.

The wellbeing of our planet is not just about 
the carbon we burn, its about the societies we 
create, the economic environments that are 
engendered and the opportunities 
that we provide through 
development activities. The 
ambition for businesses 
should be to take a more 
holistic view of our 
impact and look to 
become Net positive, 
which ultimately 
means that we put back 
more into society, the 
environment and the 
global economy than we 
take out.

The obvious conflict between 
the development of our planet 
and the mass consumption this creates 
versus the need to sustain the environment is 
not a new issue. The current focus on the climate 
emergency and the growing instances of extreme 
weather has brought our thoughts on the planet 
to the fore, but it was back in 1982 that the United 
Nations established the world commission on 
Environment and Development culminating in 
their report in 1987 entitled ‘our common future’.

The need to balance our development 
needs with the needs of the environment has 
eventually led to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development, adopted by all United Nations 
member states in 2015, which provided a 
common set of objectives to help deliver peace 
and prosperity for people and the planet both 
now and well into the future. 

At the heart of this new agenda for 2030 are 
the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
These goals balance the need to end poverty or 
to deliver safe drinking water with initiatives 
that reduce inequality, provide access to good 
educational opportunities or act as a catalyst 
for economic growth, crucially though, whilst 
also tackling climate change and protecting our 
natural environments.

The best businesses are addressing this 
challenge and pursuing a Net positive approach 
whereby they do not just concentrate on their 

e� ect on Climate through carbon usage. 
The leading businesses look 

at the positive e� ects that 
development can bring in 

terms of the long-term 
wellbeing of our planet 

and all those that 
inhabit it. The United 
Nations report back in 
1987 concluded that 
‘the “environment” 

is where we live; and 
“development” is what 

we all do in attempting to 
improve our lot within that 

abode. The two are inseparable’.
When we begin to look at the 

Sustainable Development goals through 
this Net positive lens we are then truly becoming 
a sector that is wholly sustainable and working 
for the overall wellness of our planet. The 
SDG’s may appear academic, aspirational or 
even obscure but translating them into simple 
language, building them in to business strategies 
and setting sensible long-term targets should be 
at the very heart of any responsible business.

The 17 SDG’s are broad and clearly global 
in their nature and it is impossible to credibly 
argue that in our role as experts in the built 
environment that we could influence them all. 
As professionals though we have an obligation to 
raise the profile of the key ones our sector e� ects 
and drive those agendas as hard as we are driving 
the climate emergency tactics right now.

BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities

The obvious confl ict 
between the development of 

our planet and the mass 
consumption this creates 
versus the need to sustain 

the environment is not 
a new issue.”
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THE FM’S VIEW  
IAN WADE, HEAD OF UK ESTATES, 
BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

The modern workplace is 
increasingly becoming key 
for employee wellbeing and 
engagement. FMs are now 
better positioned than ever 
to make a profound and 
lasting e� ect in creating a 
workspace that encourages 
a wellbeing ethos that 
makes productivity and 
success more likely.

The concept of 
considering employees 
wellbeing when designing a 
workspace is still a relatively new one, but it’s not just 
about getting the workplace right. This is just ‘one 
column’ of many, if workplace wellbeing is to be 
championed and enjoyed by all inclusively.

Healthy eating is well established and much 
publicised already, this should now be a 
constant with whatever o� er you are able to 
provide in the workplace.

Flexible working practices represent a 
growing trend and taps into the need for a 
better work-life balance. However, ‘Working 
Smarter’ trumps just ‘working flexibly’ in my 
opinion. The ‘Agile O� ice’ principle itself pays 
homage to wellbeing. Reducing and centralising 
recycling receptacles and printers for example break 
the sedentary culture.

FMs are well placed to implement simple and relatively 

low-cost innovations that 
will encourage occupants to 
improve on their wellbeing. 
Policies can be a great 

enabler, if adopted wisely. For 
example, no eating ‘El Desko’ (at 

workstations) will force people out 
of chairs, ‘Use the Stairs’ campaigns 

- displaying the health benefit of 
stairs vs li�  on each flight of stairs and 

landings, and the tried & tested walking 
meetings.

We regularly host various mindfulness events from 
Meditation and Yoga to Spoon Carving. These really do seem 
to stir and engage colleagues across the board. I recently had 
a HR Manager spend many a lunch hour donning her overalls 
to restore an antique bench salvaged from our old council 

chamber – all in the name of wellbeing! I’d say to FMs ‘land-
grab’ any spare space you can for this use, even on temporary 
basis (possession is 4/5ths etc. etc.) and work collaboratively 
with colleagues to champion such activities. If you are 
fortunate enough to have outdoor space at your disposal then 
the opportunities are endless, if properly risk assessed of 
course – we are FMs a� er all!

FMs do not need a business case to promote Wellbeing – the 
engagement is out there already. �

THE WORKPLACE SOLUTIONS 
SUPPLIER’S VIEW
SAM RYLANDS, MARKETING MANAGER, DURABLE UK   

We spend a large portion of our time in our o� ices, so it makes 
complete sense that the buildings we work in have a profound 
impact on our wellbeing. Most organisations are more aware 

than ever about the importance of the design of their 
workspace, but many still need to think beyond 

that initial design step. Healthy buildings such 
as those that meet the International WELL 

Building Institute standard are designed 
to be healthy throughout their lifetime, 
not just on the day they are opened.

WELL buildings take into account 
seven di� erent elements of the 
workplace which are all equally 

important, but many are o� en 
overlooked by FM teams on an ongoing 

basis. Combined, the seven factors of 
Air, Water, Nourishment, Light, Fitness, 

Comfort and Mind combat many chronic 
diseases, reduce mental health issues and improve 

productivity. Cundall reported that their WELL certified 
building notably reduced sick leave and attrition within just 

FM CLINIC 

Alongside the design 
and layout of a 
workplace, the way 
it is run can have a 
profound e� ect on the 
wellbeing of occupants, 
including encouraging 
breaks, improving 
ergonomics and ensuring 
access to healthy food and 
exercise. In what ways can FMs meet 
growing expectations to improve 
wellbeing in the workplace?

Ian Wade
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workspace is still a relatively new one, but it’s not just 
about getting the workplace right. This is just ‘one 

recycling receptacles and printers for example break 

than ever about the importance of the design of their 
workspace, but many still need to think beyond 

that initial design step. Healthy buildings such 
as those that meet the International WELL 

Building Institute standard are designed 
to be healthy throughout their lifetime, 

important, but many are o� en 
overlooked by FM teams on an ongoing 

basis. Combined, the seven factors of 
Air, Water, Nourishment, Light, Fitness, 

Comfort and Mind combat many chronic 
diseases, reduce mental health issues and improve 

productivity. Cundall reported that their WELL certified 

If you are fortunate 
enough to have outdoor space 

at your disposal then the 
opportunities are endless, if 

properly risk assessed of course 
– we are FMs after all! ”

– Ian Wade

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your 
questions about the world of facilities management
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three months.
FM’s can 

also improve 
the wellbeing 
of sta�  in the 
workplace 
by providing 
employees 
with the 
ability to 
personalise 
their working 
area using 
ergonomic 
furniture. Most 
employees 
have access to an adjustable chair and many now enjoy 
sit-stand desks to encourage movement and avoid 
sedentary working which is known to cause a plethora 
of health problems including back issues, poor blood 
flow and swollen joints. But FM’s also need to consider 
other solutions to complement this equipment.

A study by Raconteur found that only 57 per cent 
of workers are satisfied with the light levels in their 
workplace. This isn’t surprising when someone in their 
mid-fi� ies requires twice as much light to see to the 
same level as someone in their mid-twenties. Flexible 
lighting solutions from organisations such as LUCTRA 
enable workers to adjust the light levels over their 
own desk space to their personal preferences. Recent 
technological advancements also makes it possible for 
lighting manufacturers to mimic the natural changes 
in sunlight throughout the day which supports our 
body’s natural circadian rhythm and reduces the e� ect 
of sallow skin from sitting under the same light all day 
every day.

There are also super-flexible desktop solutions 
available which FMs should consider to improve 
employee satisfaction. Lightweight desktop draw 
sets are set to replace the need for big, clunky metal 
draws and as they can be moved easily, they are more 
ergonomic in design and function. Many sta�  members 
crane over tablet computers in meetings, but there are 
tablet stands available which can be flexibly adjusted to 
each user.

FM’s are legally obliged to protect workers from the 
health risks of their working environment, but they are 
also in a position to ensure the equipment workers use 
is right for their needs, actively promotes ergonomic 
wellbeing and increases the comfort and e� iciency of 
employees in the workplace. �

THE WELLBEING FACILITIES 
SUPPLIER’S VIEW
JUSTIN SIRES, CO FOUNDER AND DIRECTOR AT 
FIVE AT HEART  

Wellbeing in the workplace is an ever-growing trend, 
one that requires constant consideration when 

developing, refurbishing or managing a facility. With so 
many new wellness trends emerging from state-of-the-
art bicycle parking to the less conventional gong baths 
and sleeping pods, it is essential to create a wellness 
space that not only looks great but also meets the 
functional needs of the tenants and the building. 

We recently conducted a survey at our Five At Heart 
product launch where we asked building managers, 
developers and architects to identify their main 
concerns from a facilities perspective. Fi� y-five per 
cent of respondents said ‘understanding how to best 
enhance the operation of a facility’, a further 60 per cent 
of respondents 
identified ‘not 
enough space to 
deliver planning/
certification 
requirements’ 
and 51.4 per 
cent said ‘not 
enough space to 
deliver facilities 
to provide for 
current tenant 
demand’ as a 
major concern. 

What this 
research tells us is that there is a lot of ambiguity 
around what makes a great facility and equally how to 
ensure it is utilised to its fullest potential. With building 
regulations to consider and evolving tenants needs, it 
is no wonder people are uncertain about the best route 
to take. My top tips on how to successfully create and 
optimise wellness facilities include:

Understand the demographic of your building
By analysing information like gender figures and how 
tenants commute to and from work you are able to 
use this information to create a facility that not only 
meets the tenants needs but may encourage further 
utilisation. 

For example, if tenants in the building are very 
active, consider how you can facilitate their lifestyles 
by incorporating facilities like bicycle parking, change 
rooms, shower facilities and perhaps a towel service. 
You can even take this a step further by analysing what 
types of bikes people ride and ensure you o� er a wide 
variety of bicycle parking to meet their needs.

Phase your facility plans
O� en requirements and utilisation vary which is why 
we recommend implementing a phased approach to 
your facility. This not only helps you meet planning 
requirements but it also ensures maximum facility 
utilisation.

To illustrate this, let’s take cycling to work in London 
as an example. Currently only three per cent cycle to 
work (mode share) yet the ambition is to achieve 20 
per cent by 2041 (dra�  London Plan) but planning 

FM CLINIC 
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requirement is to deliver that percentage now. Our advice is to phase 
that approach so you meet demand now while using the additional 
space for other wellness o� erings or short term tenant storage and 
later increasing bike parking or other amenity (such as showers and 
lockers) as demand requires.

Create space
With so many developers complaining about a lack of space, it is 
incredibly important to save space where possible, especially in high 
density areas like London where space is charged at a premium. 

There are a number of ways to save and create space but some of 
our favourite “tricks” include;

• Using dual purpose products like timber fencing that serves to 
create a secure enclosure but can also hold vertical bicycle parking

• Repurposing underutilised car parking spaces and transforming 
them into wellness areas or bicycling parking lots that service a far 
greater audience

• Considering gender neutral spaces

Take a seasonal approach
If your facility allows for seasonal changes, this can really boost the 
usage of a space. Switching bicycle parking in the colder months for 
a wellness area where tenants can exercise, meditate or stretch is an 
excellent way to operationalise your facility and meet the demands 
of your tenants.

Go the extra mile
Most are aware of the benefits of active travel to work – it increases 
productivity and engagement and helps tenants build the work/life 
balance they want to achieve but o� en going the extra mile makes 
all the di� erence. A facility might o� er bicycling parking and change 
room facilities but by further enhancing this service to include an 
ironing and airing station, a stretching zone, a towel service and 
bicycling maintenance station, the facility suddenly goes from good 
to great. O� en building managers are put o�  these added benefits 
due to viewing them as unnecessary additional costs when in 
reality, these fairly inexpensive extras can increase utilisation quite 
considerably. � 

CORPORATE OFFICE FM SPECIALIST’S VIEW
JEAN-PATRICK JUDSON, ACCOUNT MANANGER, ANABAS 

Wellbeing in the workplace was a hot topic throughout 2019 and is 
most certainly set to continue this year. FM’s can help support clients 
to create environments that support wellbeing, inspire creativity, 
make people feel comfortable, and promote the notion of being 
able to flourish in a safe environment, all of which can help to build 
resilience, increase focus, productivity and e� iciency.  

There are a number of ways we can support wellbeing in the 
workplace and these include; 

Air Quality: Be sure to monitor air temperatures, filtration systems 
and consider the quality of air in the workplace. There are multiple 
choices including the use of natural sources for air and ventilation 
and a move towards chemical-free cleaning. The quality of the air we 
breathe can remove the lethargic feel within the o� ice. Likewise, FMs 
must also consider where to place centralised bins to combat the 
issue of odour a� ecting workers. 

Water Sources: Staying 
hydrated is great for 
physical, emotional 
and mental health. Are 
you providing adequate 
filtered drinking water 
for sta�  and visitors 
and are they easily 
accessible and well 
maintained? 

Lighting: Lighting can 
directly a� ect mood 
and energy levels. FMs 
need to monitor the Flux 
levels on site, and have 
the right balance of artificial and natural light to create inviting and 
productive working environments. In workspaces without natural 
light, encourage sta�  to move around and be agile to ensure a 
positive sense of wellbeing.  

Noise Levels: Noise in the workplace can act as a de-motivator. FMs 
need to ensure there are procedures in place to monitor motorised 
items. Consider o� ice layout and where sta�  are placed. Being 
situated next to a constantly open door, a busy walkway or in earshot 
of the hand-dryers in the washrooms, is bound to cause disruption, 
irritation and distraction. 

Fitness: Budgets dependent, Facilities may be able to provide 
exercise facilities. However, if this is not possible, then the FM 
teams can work with other functions in the organisation to create 
campaigns that encourage employees to be active and eat healthier.  

Comfort: The rise in agile workspaces creates and encourages 
the opportunity for sta�  to work in di� erent areas. This provides 
the chance for the FM function to design the workspace with 
collaborative areas, enabling open thought and the creation of 
ideas. O� en, a modern and agile workspace will provide comfortable 
seating options which are ideal for encouraging relaxation during the 
working day, helping to put workers at ease. 

Mind: Imagine dreading coming to your workplace every day 
especially when faced with dingy decor, dreadful lighting, broken 
li� s, empty water coolers, toilets out of order and not so much as 
a smile from Reception. Would you feel productive? Would you 
be productive? The FM function is responsible for creating an 
environment in which people can thrive. The most engaged workers 
are those who have autonomy over where they work to suit their 
needs as it leads to more satisfaction.

Being aware of the environment and corporate culture will enable 
processes to be put in place that will positively a� ect the individuals 
working within it, and will support positive wellbeing in the 
workplace. �

Do you have a question that you’d like 
answered by the FMJ Clinic?  
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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Jean-Patrick Judson
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CASE STUDY      DIRECT LINE GROUP

The Direct Line Group (DLG) property team won 
the 2019 IWFM award for innovation in supplier 
relationships, in recognition of its successful 

working partnership with smaller FM providers Ascot 
Services (hard services) and Mainstay Group (so�  services). 
The win marked the latest milestone in DLG’s journey of 
creating employee experiences that engage its people 
while developing sustainable and mutually beneficial 
supplier-client relationships. The e� ects are showcased 
at the company’s Bristol o� ices, where Ascot Services and 
Mainstay Group first took on the FM services mantle (since 
extended to the whole group). 

DLG is a leading motor, home and small business insurer 
which boasts well-known brands such as Direct Line, Churchill, 
Privilege, Green Flag and NIG Direct Line Group. The present 

company was formed in 2012 when the Royal Bank of Scotland 
Group began to divest itself of its insurance division. Mark 
Lennon helped set up the standalone DLG property team 
and was Head of Property before later moving on to become 
Operations Director at Ascot Services.

He explains: “Our original brief was to ‘keep lights on, keep 
us safe and don’t get in the way of the IPO’, but we started to 
explore how the workplace environment could have a material 
impact on employee engagement. We began to sell that story 
internally as part of our capital investment programme, and as 
we began refurbishing the estate we looked at how we could 
provide enhanced environments that could help improve 
engagement and productivity.”

The first major opportunity to achieve this on a large scale 
was in 2016 in Leeds, where flooding led to an urgent move to 

The Direct Line Group property team partnered with Ascot Services and Mainstay 
Group to deliver an award-winning FM service across the DLG estate. We fi nd out 
how the unusual three-way model was developed

DIRECT ACTION
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house around 900 members of sta� . Ascot 
Services was engaged to help deliver the 
refit, which proved so successful it was 
asked to assist again with the acquisition 
of a new site for the Bristol o� ices. The 
decision was taken to bring the new 
building back to slab, and Ascot undertook 
the M&E design, working closely with the 
architects to translate the design concepts 
and ideas into practice. 

Says Lennon: “We also took the 
opportunity to talk about how we could 
better run the building. Working with our 
suppliers Carillion at that time was very 
challenging – they didn’t use data, which 
meant they didn’t understand the customer. 
Because of what DLG does, data analytics is 
part of its DNA, so it was frustrating to deal 
with an organisation that ignored that. This 
was one of the reasons we went to market 
to look at alternatives.”

Meanwhile, DLG Property Supplier 
Performance Manager Diane Iles, who 
has a background in customer service, 
was impressed by Ascot’s professionalism 
in managing the refit. She was equally 
impressed by Mainstay’s concierge-style 
management of the residential areas at the 
top of the building. “They both had very 
di� erent backgrounds,” she says, “and we 
thought, wouldn’t it be good to get the two 
together and play to their strengths? So we 
asked them to pitch for the hard and so�  
services together.” 

Mainstay was engaged to provide 
workplace services, delivered by a high-
end customer-focused front of house and 
housekeeping team, while Ascot’s team of 
skilled engineers took charge of reactive and 
proactive asset management. The contract 
mobilised in December 2017. But a month 
later, Carillion – still responsible for FM 
services throughout the rest of DLG’s estate 
– threw a spanner in the works by going into 
liquidation.

This meant the procurement process 
for the remaining 16 sites had to be 
dramatically speeded up. Says Lennon: 
“On the plan was something like a nine-
month procurement process, but following 
Carillion’s collapse we had to condense that 
into four weeks. We narrowed the shortlist 
down to include a couple of big named TFM 
providers, along with the Ascot-Mainstay 
model.”

Recalls Iles: “The perception was that 
a ‘li�  and shi� ’ approach with another 
big TFM provider would be the quickest 
and safest solution, but we kept an open 
mind throughout the whole selection 
process. Ascot and Mainstay won the 
bid by demonstrating their desire and 
passion for delivering the best possible 
service. The main things for us were their 
combined focus on customer service and 
their agility. Ascot had already proved 

itself very agile regarding the building 
management systems and actively working 
with us on energy savings, while Mainstay’s 
background in high-end concierge pushed 
customer services to a new level.”

SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIP
Thanks to Carillion, the new FM service 
team had just three weeks to manage the 
transition across an estate supporting 
11,000 employees. The Bristol contract 
helped set the model for a rapid transition, 
with planned training sessions for everyone 
involved in FM delivery and teambuilding 
sessions for cleaners, front of house sta�  
and engineers. In addition, an external 
consultant provided customer service 
training on DLG’s brands, values and 
mission, alongside various events designed 
to bring everyone together as a team. 

According to Iles, from the outset the DLG 
property team was collectively defined, with 
deference given to expertise ahead of job 
title or seniority. All team members operate 
under the same brand and operatives wear 
the same uniform, no matter what their role 
within the team. Successful features of Ascot 
and Mainstay’s services have been adopted, 
such as Mainstay’s HR documentation and 
Ascot’s health and safety ‘toolbox talk’ 
format. The partnership agreed on all 
systems and processes as well as format of 
documents, reporting styles and the data 
library.

There is a notable lack of formality and 
high level of trust among the parties. This 
has helped the team to build a collaborative 
relationship – a supportive approach that 
has resulted in strong results across 28 key 
performance areas.

Says Iles: “The overriding principle is that 
we are one team with one strategy and one 
mission, and we have rolled this approach 
out as we deliver transformation to all our 
other sites. The KPIs and SLAs have all 
been exceeded, with 95 per cent first-time 
fix on reactive tasks and 98.3 per cent of all 
emergencies rectified within four hours.”

On the plan was something like a 
nine-month procurement process, 

but following Carillion’s collapse we had to 
condense that into four weeks.”
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The property team didn’t lose one person 
during the Tupe process, due in part to the 
sensitive handling of a very challenging 
situation. Says Lennon: “Within a couple 
of days [of the Carillion collapse] it was 
quite clear that ex-Carillion people were 
not getting clear messages, so a note came 
from me as [then] Head of Property to 
every member of the team a� ected, with 
the message being, ‘don’t worry, we are 
looking for a new solution and you’ll be part 
of that’.” 

Senior people from Ascot and Mainstay 
were positioned at DLG’s core sites, says 
Iles, “to put their arms around the property 
teams. From that first week of mobilising 
we’ve operated in the same way as Bristol 
– which is best in class. We’ve mirrored that 
with a transformation programme on all 
the sites, with the building maintenance 
technicians (hard services) and workplace 
managers (so�  services) making sure we 
o� er the same customer experience for sta�  
and visitors.” 

A� er more than 30 years working within 
the financial services industry, Mark Lennon 
was inspired by Ascot’s passion for its work 
to join the company. “For me, an industry 
that is ripe for revolution is the FM sector,” 
he says. “It was frustrating meeting senior 
FM professionals who didn’t understand the 

IMPROVED SERVICES
Nearly two years on and DLG’s property 
team, now headed up by Head of Property 
Rob Taylor and aided by its partners Ascot 
and Mainstay, has revolutionised FM services 
across the estate. The team remains focused 
on continuous improvement, ensuring that 
the way services are delivered provides an 
improved workplace experience. 

“We used to get a lot of feedback on how 
slow Carillion were to respond to reactive 
jobs, updates were really poor and users 
didn’t have a relationship with the engineers 
out delivering services,” notes Iles. Rather 
than take the traditional approach of 

placing the onus on the supplier to 
provide a CAFM system that wasn’t 

necessarily visible or accessible 
at the right level, DLG worked 
alongside Ascot to develop its 
existing purpose-built service 
desk solution into a product 
that really enhances the client 
experience. 

Lennon explains that while 
there has been little change 

in certain fixed costs, overall 
value for money far outweighs 

anything previously achieved, and 
variable costs are significantly lower. 

The introduction of Ascot’s energy 
management strategy, for example, has 

reduced DLG’s electricity consumption by 
20 per cent and gas consumption by 35 per 
cent.

“We have a dedicated team of planners,” 
says Lennon, “delivering roughly three and 
a half thousand PPM visits throughout the 
estate every year. Each of the core buildings 
in DLG now has a building maintenance 
technician, so a big chunk of support is 
supplied through that engineer, supported 
by specialists such as li�  providers, all 
of which is auditable through the portal. 
People on all the sites know and see their 

static building maintenance technician 
every day, and they work closely alongside 
the customer services team.”

The same care and attention is paid to 
the delivery of so�  services. As Iles puts it, 
“we wanted our workplace managers to 
approach the building as an extension of 
their own house.” 

The contract looks set to be extended for 
another three years. All the property team, 
from whichever background, take pride in 
their contribution to their success, which 
has led to an industry-leading 91 per cent 
average customer satisfaction score across 
the estate. Concludes Lennon: “Although 
both the hard and so�  services people get 
their wage packet from di� erent firms, they 
all pull together every day for the good of 
the clients to make sure all of our services 
are delivered in a timely fashion.”

BRISTOL AND BEYOND
The showcase building at Bristol is emulated 
where possible throughout the DLG estate. 
Features include concierge-managed 
welcome areas with digital displays; 
workspaces that include elements unique 
to the di� erent brands; individual lockers; 
and open-plan work areas complemented 
by chat pods and non-bookable ‘huddle 
spaces’ for quick team meetings. 

A variety of more formal meeting spaces 
feature large interactive screens and reflect 
individual brands, such as the one designed 
as a departure lounge for a travel insurance 
brand. Breakout areas are equipped with 
diverse furniture styles, all ordered and 
managed by Ascot. Sensors provide data on 
space occupancy and utilisation, helping to 
ensure the best use of space. 

All work areas provide free tea and co� ee, 
hot taps, microwaves and dishwashers, and 
are kept pristine and well-stocked by the 
cleaning teams.

importance of data and how it can be used 
to drive improvements to the workplace 
experience for their clients. There are plenty 
of academic studies that demonstrate 
a correlation between the workplace 
experience, employee engagement and 
increased worker productivity. The FM 
industry is well placed to make a significant 
contribution here, but the industry has been 
slow to adapt.”
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Nearly £3 billion worth of food is wasted 
every year across the hospitality and 

food service sector, of which 75 per cent could 
have been eaten (see References, note 1). The 
UK is making significant steps in reducing its 
food waste, with total food waste levels falling 
by 480,000 tonnes between 2015 and 2018(2). 
However, sustainability not-for-profit body 
WRAP says many more businesses need to step 
up their action on food waste to help halve 
global food waste by 2030. 

According to the statistics, the sector is 
responsible for 10 per cent (one million tonnes) of 
the total 10.2 million tonnes of food wasted in the 
UK each year, with the cost of avoidable food waste 
varying between 38p and £1 for every meal served. 
Previous research by the World Resources Institute 
(WRI) and WRAP across 700 companies operating in 
17 countries found a high return on investment for 
activities implemented to reduce food waste(3). 
The average business saving, across multiple 

The hospitality and food service sector wastes billions of pounds worth 
of food every year. What more can caterers, FM providers and clients 
do to help reduce food waste? 

LOVE FOOD 
HATE WASTE
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In 2019 reducing the amount of single use plastics stole 
the sustainable limelight. However, in 2020 we expect food 

waste to gradually creep up client’s agendas.”

sectors, was shown to be more than £14 for 
every £1 invested by a business in reducing 
food loss and waste. 

SO WHAT CAN FMS AND THEIR CATERERS 
DO TO ADDRESS THE PROBLEM?
Simon Biggs, a partner at catering and 
facilities management consultancy the 
Litmus Partnership, has sat on the steering 
group for WRAP. He believes the main 
challenge in reducing food waste at work is 
keeping it on the agenda. 

He explains: “Over the past number of 
years, food waste has been given a real 
focus and a lot of positive work has been 
done across all sectors of the industry. 
Nevertheless, focus can o� en be shi� ed 
away by the latest hot topic, such as 
reducing single-use plastics, removing 
disposable co� ee cups and tackling health 
and wellbeing, all of which are important. 

“However, in the latest statistics from 
WRAP(4), the UK still produces £20 billion 
of food waste per year, so this challenge 
isn’t going away and needs to be kept 
firmly on the agenda. Of course, you’d hope 
that caterers are still implementing good 
practice, but the real challenge now is about 
educating society so that reducing food 
waste is an everyday way of life.

“This is even more important for the 
contract catering industry as food provided 
in sta�  restaurants can o� en be ‘budget-
friendly’, with a meal being priced similar 
to that of a sandwich on the high street. In 
essence, food can be very a� ordable and 
therefore easy to throw away as there’s not 
a huge value on it. The importance of food 
waste, and how it’s managed, needs to be 
taught so we understand how it a� ects the 
environment we live in.”

From a caterer’s perspective: “Food 
waste is essentially ‘money in the bin’” says 
Sally Grimes, Quality Standards Manager 
at Bartlett Mitchell, “so it’s important that 
culinary teams have the knowledge to be 
able to work creatively with ingredients and 
produce, to ensure they are not wasted and 
thrown away. 

She continues: “To help reduce food 
waste we run a quarterly workshop called 
#Wasted. Here we hand out an ever-growing 
recipe bank to the teams which shows 
them delicious recipes for items that would 
usually find their way into the bin, anything 
from cucumber end pickles, herb stem salsa 
and oil, braised broccoli stems, core piccalilli 
or our signature porridge breads.”

“From our experience and in order of 
importance, food waste reduction is firstly 

a financial imperative, then 
ethical, closely followed 
by environmental”, says 
Ruston Toms, Founding 
Director, Blue Apple 
Catering. 

“In 2019 reducing 
the amount of single 
use plastics stole 
the sustainable 
limelight. 
However, in 2020 
we expect food 
waste to gradually 
creep up client’s 
agendas.” 

MANAGING 
UNPREDICTABILITY
From the FM’s 
perspective, Simone 
Fenton-Jarvis, Workplace 
Services Consultancy Director 
at Ricoh, feels that caterers need 
to ensure “they don’t over-cater in 
a world of agile working and working 
lunches, with people planning their own 
meals and taking le� overs to work to 

reduce their own food waste.”
Yeshna Mistry, Lead Sustainability and 

CSR at Vacherin, agrees that the primary 
challenge for caterers is managing 
unpredictability. “We have to be able to 
cater to everyone and have enough choice, 
even for those who are arriving late in the 
food service. You don’t want a customer 
to arrive near the end of lunch service and 
find there is a single salad le�  when they 
are hungry. 

“With flexible working, we don’t always 
know how many people are likely to be 
in the o� ice on any given day. Some days 
are more predictable – for example, we 
see more people working from home on 
a Friday – but there are events like work 
parties that we can’t predict, and we might 
only see half the normal number of people 
in the o� ice the following day.”

To help manage demand, Vacherin has 

launched a click and collect scheme via 
an app so that hot drinks are prepared to 
order, and they will soon be broadening this 
service to cover food and smoothie orders.

Ana Svab, Corporate Responsibility 
Manager, Sodexo UK and Ireland, believes 
that embedding a sense of responsibility 
into an organisation is the first step for any 
food waste reduction programme. “Our 
sustainability roadmap is fully embedded 
into the way we do business. We invest time, 
money and e� ort into ensuring our teams 
are engaged and have the knowledge and 
tools to work with our clients, consumers 
and suppliers to help reduce the impact our 
operations have on the environment.”

Sally Grimes advises that buy-in is o� en 
better supported through the provision 
of evidence. “At some sites, we will weigh 
our waste. We use technology and a set of 
weighing scales with a tablet dashboard for 
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chefs to take a picture of the weighed waste 
food. All the data is then uploaded to an online 
dashboard, where the information can be 
monitored and compared to look for trends 
in food waste. In trials, using these systems is 
proven to reduce avoidable food waste by 23 
per cent and help lower costs. If the evidence is 
right before your eyes, you will do what you can 
to rectify it.”

FM Lucy Hind, Head of Property at Barnsley 
Council, adds that it’s essential there is open 
dialogue between clients and contractors. 
Discussions, she advises, “should not just be 
around food as the item, but the impacts of the 
delivery of food and the way food is packaged, 
all of which equate to the waste conundrum.”  

Simone Fenton-Jarvis has some key tips for 
FMs:

� Involve the clients and stakeholders 
– hold interactive workshops 
and include di� erent levels 
of the organisation.

� Communicate your 
company stance, the 
reasons why, the 
impact and how it 
benefits them.

� Engage – collect 
regular feedback 
and then feedback 
to your clients and 
stakeholders the 
levels of waste versus 
employee experience.

Says Mistry: “I’d like to start 
with the fact that the UK food service 
industry wastes one million tonnes of food 
every year, enough to fill the Shard 11 times 
over. The scale is vast. One of the United 
Nations’ sustainable development goals is the 
reduction of food waste, and that’s because 
it feeds back into food inequality. There are 
people going hungry across the world, even 
though the world produces enough to feed 
everyone. If we created less waste, there would 
be more food available at fair prices for those 

who go hungry. 
“The other side to the 

environmental factor 
is that food that goes 
into landfill degrades 

and produces methane, 
a greenhouse gas, 

which then adds to global 
warming. The alternative is 

to put that food into anaerobic 
digestion and produce energy from 

it. However, reducing waste is a far better 
option than recycling it.”

Biggs agrees that while reducing food 
waste is the most important step, what 
happens to the waste is another. With the 
government’s ambition to eliminate food 
waste being sent to landfill by 2030(5), this 
should not be viewed as a CSR benefit, but 
rather a call for action.  

“However,” he cautions, “when it comes 
to removing food waste, part of the 
challenge can be budget. We all know food 
waste should never be sent to landfill, 
but alternatives can be costly. Aside from 
composting, the eco-friendliest way of 
disposing of food waste is through anaerobic 
digestion (AD), which involves the use of 
microorganisms to break down waste in 
an enclosed area. The methane emitted is 
then collected and used to create biogas, 
which can help generate electricity or heat. 
With this in mind, food waste can be a great 
source of renewable energy. 

“However, let’s not forget that the cost 
of removing waste is typically done by 
weight, so the less waste produced the 
more a� ordable it becomes to dispose of. 
Ensuring a strict policy of segregation of 

food waste will inevitably lower the weight 
and potentially make it more a� ordable for 
an organisation to do.”

IMPLEMENTING A POLICY 
Svab says that prevention is a key step in 
addressing food waste, so begin by looking at 
ways of preventing unnecessary food waste 
in the first place. “With 30 per cent of crops 
never leaving farms because they don’t look 
perfect or are the wrong size, a couple of 
years ago Sodexo partnered with Waste Knot 
– an organisation committed to connecting 
businesses with surplus food.  

“Through Waste Knot we have built a 
relationship with Ferryfast, a co-operative of 
farmers in Worcestershire and successfully 
implemented Wasteful to Tasteful, a scheme 
where our catering teams can order boxes of 
fruit and vegetables which would otherwise 
have been wasted. Just over a year in and 
230-plus of our catering sites are receiving 
the boxes on a weekly basis, which has saved 
almost 130 tonnes of fruit and vegetables 
which would otherwise have gone to waste. 

“This scheme not only helps prevent food 
waste at farm level but enables and inspires 
our chefs to create more plant-based dishes, 
which are growing in popularity as more and 
more people are adopting a flexitarian diet.”

Hind advises that FMs and their caterers 
“start small and get creative. Early adoption 
with a small-scale pilot allows caterers to 
trial solutions and develop the scope of a 
programme over time, from buying local and 
menus according to seasons, giving adequate 
time for peer learning, to engagement and 
results production. This allows catering 

The other side to the 
environmental factor is that food 
that goes into landfi ll degrades 

and produces methane, a 
greenhouse gas, which then 

adds to global warming.”
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sta�  to develop some of the most creative 
and e� ective strategies to combat waste 
that is aligned to the service provision 
required. Caterers can also learn from past 
experiences and scale up solutions quickly 
through shared experience.”

She also advises that FMs look at ways to 
reduce overproduction. “Countless sites 
have at least one menu item that is a nice 
to have but is under-consumed; instead, 
consider seasons and the availability of 
food at a local level. Through discussions 
with clients, menus can be changed and 
optimised by producing smaller quantities, 
meaning sites can reduce waste without 
negatively impacting the client service and 
experience.”

Mistry says that chefs need the freedom 
to use their skills to lead the food waste 
reduction progress, which means it is key to 
get to know the customers, understand the 
trends in consumption volumes and which 
foods are popular. “At Vacherin, our chef 
development team conducts regular visits to 
our site locations to see what food is going 
to waste. Once the kitchen team knows this, 
they can stop making as much of that option 
and the development team can find another 
use for those ingredients.

“Communication is so important,” she 

says. “Account managers also need to be 
able to sell the benefits of reducing food 
waste and communicate why we are making 
the choices we are. It might be that we 
don’t refill a section of that salad bar near 
the end of service, and we need to explain 
to customers that we are making an active 
decision to avoid food waste.”

For Blue Apple Catering, the area where 
they find they can achieve the largest impact 
on food waste reduction, is of course in the 
kitchen itself. 

Says Toms: “Making an individual in each 
kitchen responsible for the monitoring 
of food waste, a sort of food waste Tsar, 
is a good move and does not necessarily 
have to be the Head Chef. It can be a great 
development tool to give this responsibility 
to an apprentice or junior member of the 
kitchen team.   

“Teaching Chefs how to trim, cut and 
re-purpose kitchen ingredients is one part 
of this, as well as using historical customer 
patronage data to ensure overproduction is 
minimised.”

MEASURING SUCCESS
It’s also important for organisations 
to measure their food waste reduction 

programmes on an ongoing basis. For 
example, Sodexo uses a data-driven solution 
which addresses both pre- and post-
consumer wastage. Fenton-Jarvis advises 
FMs to use a process of target-measure-act. 
This means “having a mission statement 
and policy which sets your intentions and 
ensuring you measure the number of users 
and waste where it occurs.”

For its part, Bartlett Mitchell employs food 
waste reduction so� ware, Chefs Eye, which 
helps its sites take control of their food 
waste – monitoring and managing what is 
being wasted. At one banking client site, 
Chefs Eye was used to help save an average 
of £500 in the first three months and achieve 
a 200 per cent ROI. The so� ware highlighted 
over-production as the main factor to 
address, so the team adapted their o� er 
accordingly.

Toms warns that: “Changing people’s 
habits, both in terms of catering sta�  and 
customers, is the hardest part, but it can 
be achieved and don’t be surprised to see 
wastage increase to begin with. This is 
because what wasn’t measured before now 
is and this can skew the results somewhat 
and in fact shows the operation was 
probably wasting more than was previously 
thought.”

Finally, Biggs advises: “For any policy 
to be e� ective it needs to be embraced, 
top to bottom, throughout the whole 
organisation. But achieving a policy does 
not mean continual change or work as once 
the necessary ways of working are in place it 
should become silent running. 

“There is plenty of technology available 
that can help organisations better 
understand their waste streams and 
implement new ways of working – quite 
simply, it comes down to the old adage 
‘what gets checked, gets done.’ In reality, 
having a policy is the easy part; living by it is 
where the challenge really starts.”

REFERENCE NOTES
1  www.wrap.org.uk/content/guardians-grub-crusade-beat-food-waste
2  https://wrap.org.uk/content/courtauld-commitment-2025-milestone-progress-report
3  Reducing Food Loss and Waste: Setting a Global Action Agenda: www.wri.org/publication/reducing-food-loss-and-
waste-setting-global-action-agenda
4  https://wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/Food_ per cent20surplus_and_waste_in_the_UK_key_facts_Jan_2020.pdf
5 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/765914/
resources-waste-strategy-dec-2018.pdf
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A study recently conducted in the US 
revealed that 40 per cent of adult 

workers have taken a day o�  sick due 
to poor air quality in their place of work 
(see References, note 1). In the UK, we 
have also seen a reported increase in 
respiratory sickness, headaches and poor 
mental health among people working in 
supposedly ‘sick’ buildings. 

First spoken about and highly prevalent in 
the 1990s, sick building syndrome (SBS) is 
commonly defined as a ‘medical condition 
where people in a building su� er from 

symptoms of illness or feel unwell for no 
apparent reason. Sick building causes are 
frequently pinned down to flaws in the 
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems’. Although serious 
discussions around SBS quietened down 
in the early 21st century, there are now 
studies and opinions emerging to suggest 
the phenomenon is making an unwelcome 
return to our workplaces and, indeed, our 
buildings in general.

So how can we address this issue? And 
what role does building design have to play 

in finding a solution?
Wellbeing, health and comfort are 

slowly moving up the agenda in terms of 
construction and building management 
as a whole. Major building services and 
architectural award schemes now regularly 
feature a ‘health and wellbeing’ category, 
and several award-winning developments 
are being commended not only for aesthetic 
design or sustainability but how the building 
fabric lends itself to the positive wellbeing of 
its inhabitants. 

In turn, buildings such as schools and 

Rupert Kazlauciunas of Zehnder Group UK discusses the links between building 
design and the health and wellbeing of occupants

Something in the air
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o� ices are beginning to be seen as much 
more than places where teaching and work 
happens, and more as part of the solution 
itself: an e� ective, positive environment 
where the very make-up of the building and 
its features can contribute to the success 
and happiness of its occupants.

In the working world, many companies 
are now employing wellbeing o� icers or 
heads of employee wellbeing, where the 
traditional HR role is extended or adapted 
to cover issues such as physical 
and mental health, positive 
working environments 
and optimal working 
conditions.

Any environment 
where we spend 
a great deal of 
time, whether it’s 
an o� ice, school 
or healthcare 
facility, needs to 
have fundamental 
features in place 
to ensure we are 
comfortable. This 
includes quality of light, air 
quality, adequate space and ideal 
temperature. No matter how interesting the 
lesson, productive the meeting or delicious 
the canteen food, the experiences we have 
in these settings are compromised if we 
feel uncomfortable. It’s a simple fact: our 
comfort a� ects our ability to concentrate, 
enjoy ourselves and be productive. 

FOCUS AND CONCENTRATION
For e� ective working or learning to take 
place, a combination of stimulation and 
concentration in the workplace is required. 

Much of the stimulation aspect will arise 
from the work itself: interesting topics, 
engaging resources and lively discussion. 
Concentration is a little more complex.

Individual factors, of course, contribute to 
this. How willing are people to participate? 
How much sleep have they had? What is 
their personality type? But basic human and 
environmental conditions also play a part. 
Being hungry, overtired, feeling too hot or 
too cold also a� ect how much attention we 

can pay and how much information we 
can process. 

Take thermal comfort (2). 
Being too hot or cold 

seriously impairs 
our comfort level 

and can distract 
us from focusing 
on anything 
else – our human 
instincts prompt 

us to redress the 
balance and adjust 

our temperature 
until we feel ‘just right’. 

In working environments, 
this distraction can lead to 

reduced concentration, disruption 
and ultimately, a lack of e� ective working. 
In an o� ice or employment setting, this may 
lead to dissatisfaction on the part of both 
employee and employer as productivity 
levels drop and the quality of work is 
compromised. As a result, symptoms of so-
called SBS may rise, leading to an increase 
in sick days.

Noise is also an issue. Public buildings 
such as o� ices and schools are expected to 
be busy, bustling places, but providing for 
quiet in these environments, or at least a 

Something in the air

WELL V.2WELL V.2
The WELL Building Standard is the premier standard for 
buildings, interior spaces and communities that aim to 
implement, validate and measure features that support 
and advance human health and wellness. Meeting the 
rigorous standards of the WELL Building Standard has 
proved a challenge which has prompted its founders the 
International WELL Building Institute (IWBI) to introduce 
WELL v2 - a more flexible and highest impact version of 
WELL, combining feedback from users with the most 
current health data and research.

The idea behind WELL v2 is to empower project teams to pursue the 
interventions that matter most to their project and their community 
without sacrificing WELL’s comprehensive and evidence-based 
approach and commitment to performance verification. 

According to IWBI Chief Product Officer Rachel Gutter, “WELL v2 is 
our effort to consolidate the latest knowledge, leading research, new 
technology and advanced building practice to extend the benefits of 
WELL buildings to more people in more places.”

This means it aims to offer more choice to participants, and is 
flexible enough to evolve to meet the needs of any type of building 
in any part of the world. In order to make WELL v2 a better fit for 
people and spaces around the world, the standard now takes into 
consideration regional health concerns, cultural norms and market 
realities. It will also be regularly and proactively adapted to varying 
contexts and constructs, making it more relevant and readily 
applicable to spaces and places across the globe.

WELL v2 is also designed to be dynamic; working as a system that 
can continuously learn, evolve and improve. Moving away from a fixed 
scorecard of the earlier version gives users the opportunity to focus on 
the outcomes that matter most for their project and their community, 
and it allows the standard to regularly introduce new pathways and 
parts to make WELL a better and better fit for all buildings everywhere.

The development of WELL v2 is founded on the
following principles:

� Equitable: Provides the greatest benefit to the greatest number 
of people, inclusive of all demographic and economic groups and 
with special consideration of groups of the least advantage or 
vulnerable populations.

� Global: Proposes interventions that are feasible, achievable and 
relevant across many applications throughout the world.  

� Evidence-based: Undergirded by strong, validated research 
yielding conclusions that can reasonably be expected to receive 
acceptance by the scientific community.

� Technically robust: Draws upon industry best practices and 
proven strategies, offering consistency in findings across the 
relevant field or discipline.

� Customer-focused: Defines program requirements through 
a dynamic process, with multiple opportunities for stakeholder 
engagement, and by tapping the expertise of established leaders in 
science, medicine, business, design and operations.

� Resilient: Responds to advances in scientific knowledge and 
technology, continuously adapting and integrating new findings 
in the field.  

For more information visit https://v2.wellcertified.com 

Any environment where 
we spend a great deal of time, 
whether it’s an offi  ce, school 

or healthcare facility, needs to 
have fundamental features in 

place to ensure we are 
comfortable.”

https://v2.wellcertified.com
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2  www.zehnder.co.uk/blogarticles/comfort-classroom-how-
temperature-a� ects-learning?blog_id=2

3  www.educationdive.com/news/study-classroom-background-
noise-especially-distracting-to-young-students/548399/

4  www.independent.co.uk/news/education/schools/brightly-lit-
classrooms-hamper-ability-of-pupils-to-concentrate-401510.html

5  www.asthma.org.uk/about/media/facts-and-statistics/

respite from distracting background noise, 
can significantly boost productivity and 
learning. 

A study conducted by Belgian 
researchers(3) and published in the Journal of 
Neuroscience shows that this is particularly 
true of younger people. The study revealed 
that the brains of children aged six to nine 
‘have a significantly harder time than adult 
brains tracking and distinguishing voices 
amid background noise’. 

Another important consideration is 
lighting. A University of Cambridge study(4)

presented at the British Educational 
Research Association in 2007 showed 
that if rooms were too bright, occupants 
developed headaches and other symptoms 
which prevented them from concentrating. 
Flickering fluorescent panels were found to 
be not only too bright but also a source of 
distraction and discomfort. 

THE AIR WE BREATHE
Indoor air quality (IAQ) a� ects us all but 
is o� en underestimated as a wellbeing 

factor. Although public awareness of air 
quality in general, and the e� ects of outdoor 
pollutants in particular, is arguably at an 
all-time high, there is still a severe lack of 
understanding and discussion around the 
dangers of poor IAQ.

The quality of the air we breathe indoors 
can have a significant e� ect on comfort, 
wellbeing and ability to concentrate. It is 
well documented that poor ventilation 
and subsequently poor IAQ can lead to 
headaches, poor vision, depression and 
respiratory issues. 

We need to implement measures which 
can help to deliver the things we cannot buy 
– health, wellbeing, comfort and happiness. 
The average person spends more than 90 per 
cent of their life in buildings – in homes or 
the o� ice. The e� ect of this on our wellbeing 
may be invisible, but it is profound. Design 
and specifications can a� ect everything from 
mental health to allergies and respiratory 
diseases. 

The number of people with asthma is 
growing(5), with 5.4 million people in the UK 

now a� ected. That’s one person in 11, or one 
in every five households. In environments 
where we spend our time, factors such as 
flooring materials, ventilation and radiator 
settings are hugely important. E� ective 
design, aimed at improving ventilation, 
reducing overheating and creating a healthy 
environment, will all play their part in 
reducing the risk.

For facilities managers, optimising the 
internal design of buildings through the 
specification of carefully chosen systems 
in heating, lighting and ventilation will be 
crucial as we continue to prioritise occupant 
wellbeing.

Rupert Kazlauciunas is Technical Product 
Manager, MVHR, at Zehnder Group UK.

The number of people with asthma is growing, with 5.4 
million people in the UK now aff ected. That’s one person 
in 11, or one in every fi ve households.”

https://airqualitynews.com/2019/11/19/40-of-u-s-workers-have-taken-a-day-o
http://www.zehnder.co.uk/blogarticles/comfort-classroom-how-temperature-a
http://www.educationdive.com/news/study-classroom-background-noise-especially-distracting-to-young-students/548399/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/schools/brightly-lit-classrooms-hamper-ability-of-pupils-to-concentrate-401510.html
http://www.asthma.org.uk/about/media/facts-and-statistics/
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Engineering is crucial to the UK economy, but the skills gap is 
growing. FMJ asked building services provider JCA how it fi nds, 
trains and motivates its staff 

TECHNICAL 
TALENT

Engineering is a critical part of the UK 
economy, employing around 20 per 

cent of the total workforce and generating 
approximately 23 per cent of the UK’s 
total turnover. It is now more important 
than ever, in the face of technological 
advances and the changing political and 
economic landscape, to ensure a steady 
flow of skilled engineers.

Yet according to Engineering UK, there 
is a considerable shortage of appropriately 
skilled workers in the engineering sector. 
In 2017, vacancies in construction went up 
to 27 per cent. A recent study carried out by 
Warwick Institute of Employment Studies 
estimates that every year, over 124,000 
graduate and technician core engineering 
jobs need filling, partly due to new jobs 
being created, partly due to replacement 
demand. Current estimates suggest a 
shortfall of between 37,000 and 59,000 in 
meeting annual demand. 

JCA Engineering, a privately-owned 
company founded in 2004, provides services 
including building engineering, interior fit-
out, maintenance and design. The company 
operates throughout the UK in a variety of 
sectors, including healthcare, government, 
education, commercial, data centres and 
science and technology. 

Tom Absalom, JCA’s Managing Director, 
is clear about the company’s biggest asset 
– its people (JCA is a living wage employer). 
“JCA is a business that is as passionate 
about its people as it is for the creativity 
and imagination of its engineering. The 
sta�  are key in ensuring the core business 
culture and ethos are maintained.” Clients 
are assigned a team owner responsible 
for customer service as well as technical 
expertise. This approach is consistent across 
all client engagements, ranging from mobile 
maintenance contracts to design and build 
construction projects.

This means JCA has to find the right 
people to do the job and encourage them 
to stay. In 2018, growth in turnover and 
workforce led JCA to appoint its first 
organisational development lead, marking 
the beginning of a new approach to 
recruitment, retention, development and 
training. Today, the team is responsible 
for finding high-quality candidates, both 
internally and externally, as well as ensuring 
that once on board the recruits participate 
in the company’s employee engagement 
programme.

Emma Lee is responsible for 
implementing the new recruitment, 
retention and development programme. 
“Our aim is to recruit high-calibre people, 
develop them and retain them at every 
level,” she says. “At JCA we have a carefully 
planned approach to recruitment, 
development and engagement to ensure we 
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retain high-calibre individuals. We find that 
this approach results in low sta�  turnover, 
evidenced through a large number of 
engineers who have been with us for 10 
years or more.” 

The personalisation of JCA’s recruiting 
and pipelining processes aims to build 
relationships in advance, so that when 
a requirement to recruit for a new role 
arises, there’s already a pool of potential 
candidates within the company.

Once on board, employees are equipped 
with all the information they need to 
perform their role and made aware of 
their individual importance to the overall 
business strategy. Other jobseekers hear 
that the organisation is a great place to 
work and develop. Additionally, a robust 
culture rooted in the company’s values 
encourages people to question and 
challenge the company’s strategic plans 
and vision at every level.  

While training and upskilling 
opportunities are available at every level, 
it’s particularly important to ensure leaders 
have the skills to motivate their teams. 
Senior managers are regularly enrolled 
on management development courses 
to evaluate and improve their skills. 
Developing core leadership skills from 
the bottom up is also essential to build a 
structured succession plan. JCA invests 
heavily in recognising and training aspiring 
next-generation leaders. Understanding 
the needs and goals of the current and 
next generation allows for a more agile 
approach and helps to clear the way for 
those keen to develop and deliver to their 
full potential. 

TACKLING THE SKILLS GAP
According to Engineering UK, the skills gap 
is driven by strong competition for skilled 
candidates, a shortage of applicants with 
appropriate qualifications, and lack of 
awareness among young people of career 
options in the engineering industry. There 
is a clear need to strengthen knowledge of 
the profession. Engineering UK estimates 
that only around 25 per cent of young 
people aged 11 to 16 know what people 
working in engineering do. 

One of the ways JCA tackles this 
challenge is by connecting with local 
schools through the Careers Enterprise 
Network in areas where the company is 
working on projects or maintaining sites, 
o� ering advice and support to pupils as 
they contemplate the world of work. 

Promoting engineering and STEM subjects, 
especially among girls, helps younger 
people think di� erently about their future 
options and consider routes they hadn’t 
thought to explore, such as engineering 
apprenticeships. 

Having these links with local schools 
also creates a future pipeline of potential 
apprentices or employees. Providing young 
people in school or college with work 
experience introduces them to the reality of 
working life as well as the varied possibilities 
of a career in engineering.

Another issue is the continuing gender 
disparity in engineering. While women 
comprised around 47 per cent of the overall 
UK workforce in 2018, only 12 per cent of 
women worked in engineering occupations. 

Kirsty Eyles, JCA’s Lead Water Technician 
at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, 

is certain that it’s lack of belief in 
their own capabilities that o� en 

stops women from attempting to 
enter the world of engineering. 
“Engineering is fun, challenging, 
innovative and fast moving. I 
would encourage women to 
dare to take up that challenge 

and risk entering men-dominated 
career fields. In my experience, 

women o� en think they cannot do 
certain technical tasks when faced with 

something they have never done before, 
while men automatically assume they 
can. When I look around me, I see women 
engineers in many fields – mechanical, 
electrical, structural, materials, computer 
sciences. Anything is possible.”

While progress has been made, it’s 
clear more needs to be done to promote 
engineering careers to women and young 
people. Engineering organisations need 
to take positive action to ensure a reliable 
supply of skilled engineers for this crucial 
industry. 

Engineering UK 
estimates that only around 

25 per cent of young people 
aged 11 to 16 know what 

people working in 
engineering do.”
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The design of buildings is becoming 
more focused on the wellbeing of 

occupants, creating comfortable and secure 
working environments. With this change of 
emphasis and the adoption of smart building 
technologies, building and facilities teams 
are able to adapt their processes to allow 
them to become more proactive, driving 
e� iciency in the management and control of 
the building.  

Historically we have designed buildings based 
on standard metrics such as size, purpose, fire 
regulations and so on. However, organisations 
are now focusing their attention on costs and 
benefits. JLL has created a rule adopted by 
the real estate industry for measuring costs: 
3:30:300. This represents proportionate unit 
costs for energy (3), property (30), and people 
(300). It’s no surprise that people have become 
a high priority when designing a new or 
refurbished working environment. 

This is reflected in terms such as people- or 
human-centric design, aimed at enhancing the 
user experience. Organisations are now focusing 
on the wellbeing of their people and how they 
can create working environments that support 
health and wellness. 

The digitisation of building systems 
has enabled the industry to integrate 
historically disparate systems via a common 
communications platform that enables building 
and facilities managers to measure and monitor 
the working environment in real time. These 
smart building technologies allow for a more 

responsive service that improves conditions for 
occupants.

For example, many people have found 
themselves sitting in an open-plan workplace 
which is too cold for comfort, or spent time in 
an overheated meeting room trying to fend 
o�  drowsiness. Yet complaints to the facilities 
manager have been met with the response that 
the temperature is centrally controlled and 
cannot be changed. The chilly employee has to 
put on warmer clothing or find somewhere else 
to work, while meetings in the overheated room 
are likely to be unproductive. In either case, the 
result is dissatisfied people unable to perform at 
their best, which is bad for the business.

CARBON DIOXIDE
Another issue is carbon dioxide and the way it 
can impact on people’s cognitive performance. 
Guidelines suggest that CO2 levels should not 
exceed 1000 ppm. However, some individuals 
are sensitive to CO2 concentrations as low as 
600 ppm, so action may be warranted at lower 
levels. Certainly above 1000 ppm, most of us will 
feel drowsy. 

Studies show that higher levels of carbon 
dioxide cause brain metabolism and neural 
activity to plummet (see References, note 1). 
Research by Harvard, State University of New 
York and Syracuse University (2) reveals that 
when people breathe in too much carbon 
dioxide at their desks their performance su� ers. 

With real-time monitoring, FMs are able to 
spot areas where temperature, humidity or 

Giles Korner, Head of Smart Buildings at engineering consultancy Hurley Palmer Flatt, explains how the latest 
technologies can improve environmental conditions for building occupants

CO2 concentration have exceeded acceptable 
levels and make adjustments in real time. The 
introduction of smart apps allows control of 
some aspects of the working environment to be 
passed to the individual.

In this way the adoption of smart building 
technologies can drive e� iciencies, enable more 
proactive control of M&E processes by FMs, and 
deliver an enriched user experience conducive 
to increased happiness and productivity.

SMART HOTELS
Matthew Voaden leads the leisure and 
entertainment division of Hurley Palmer Flatt. 
He discusses the use of smart technology in 
hotels seeking to improve space e� iciency and 
the guest experience.  

“There is a growing trend within the hotel 
industry to utilise the front of house areas 
to expand their o� ering beyond the more 
traditional services. As part of this innovation 
the hotel doors are being opened to the general 
public, o� ering a range of food and beverage 
services, luxury shops and multifunction 
spaces within the more traditional quiet and 
underutilised public lobby areas. 

In achieving such a diverse use, especially 
in large open-plan areas, there are many new 
challenges for the design team to consider. In 
designing systems with multiple uses, smart 
technology is now being implemented to 
monitor and maintain the correct lighting, audio 
and CO2 levels to improve the environment and 
enhance the overall guest experience.

With the potential for many operators 
to embrace smart technology, there is the 
opportunity to go one step further and 
personalise the surrounding environment 
to the hotel guest. In the ‘on demand’ world 
the hotel guestroom could be personalised 
upon check-in to the guest’s favourite music 
and entertainment channels, lighting levels 
and colours adjusted accordingly, the co� ee 
machine turned on and much more, to take 
the experience beyond the one room fits all of 
today.

To achieve this, the way in which the building 
services systems are designed, controlled and 
operated becomes more important than ever.”

BLOWING HOT AND COLD

REFERENCE NOTES
(1)  https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/
pdf/10.1038/jcbfm.2010.153
(2)  www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/press-
releases/green-o� ice-environments-linked-with-
higher-cognitive-function-scores/

(C) BDG architecture + design, responsible for the interior architecture for Ogilvy

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1038/jcbfm.2010.153
http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/press-releases/green-office-environments-linked-with-higher-cognitive-function-scores/
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Even as we enter the third decade of this century, 
facilities management remains a male-dominated 

profession. Recent research from i-FM revealed 
that half of FM businesses in the UK have no female 
representation at all at board level, while a report from 
the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) found 
that despite women beginning their careers on a par 
with men, by the time they reach the 46-55 age bracket 
they earn £13,000 less than their male peers.

It’s also patently obvious that this lack of gender 
diversity needs to be challenged, not only for ethical 
reasons but also because it makes good business sense. 
Sodexo’s Gender Balance Study showed that management 
teams with a 40-60 per cent gender split in either direction 
were more e� ective across a number of areas. Specifically, 
they demonstrated improved performance in terms of 
profit, employee engagement, health and safety and client 
retention.

The success of CI Projects (CIP), a boutique consultancy 
working within the FM sector, bears this out. The female-
led consultancy comprises a workforce of over 80 per cent 
women, working across multiple FM organisations such as 
Bouygues, Interserve, Gov Facility Services and the NHS. 

Kiran Kachela first entered the FM industry as a helpdesk 
operator, “taking calls about broken toilets and ceiling 
tiles”. Her director recognised her flair for problem solving 

and gave her the opportunity to develop her career in the 
field of business improvement. Within the space of a few 
years she was Head of Business Improvement for a large 
FTSE-listed FM company, leading large, complex, business-
wide change projects. 

FMJ talks to Kiran Kachela, Founder and Director of CI 
Projects, and her team to discuss the challenges and 
opportunities for a female-led consultancy working 
within the FM sector

CHANGING 
TIMES
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Her strong interest in business e� iciency 
led to Black Belt certification in Lean Six 
Sigma, an evidence-based, data-driven 
approach to tackling common business 
challenges and helping organisations to 
progress by eliminating wasteful practices 
and improving the e� iciency of processes. 
A� er giving birth to her second child, she 
decided to set up her own business in 2012. 

She explains: “I wanted to embrace a 
new challenge and strike the right work-life 
balance. I’ve always had a deep passion 
for driving continuous improvements and 
wanted to create a boutique consultancy 
that provides an alternative to overtly 
generic, high-cost approaches to solving 
business challenges.

“It was never our intention to have a 
predominantly female team. We do have 
males working on projects, but for us the 
key has always been about o� ering flexible 
working and a good work-life balance, 
which is important to me as a mother of 
two. Naturally, the reality is it attracts 
women who are keen to develop their 
careers in a supportive environment. It’s an 
agenda I’m really proud to support.” 

She adds: “We all bring something 
di� erent to the table. We are not a 
consultancy who places just one person 
into a project, as we all have di� erent skill 
sets and, depending on what solution that 
client needs, it could be one of us or the 
whole team that o� ers the solution.”

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
The team is drawn from a broad range 
of backgrounds, including change 
management, HR, digital/IT and FM 
project management. In this way they are 
able to respond to a wide range of client 
needs, whether e� iciency or productivity 
issues due to outmoded target operating 
models or processes that no longer fit 
the organisation’s vision and need to be 
updated. 

According to Kachela, there are plenty 
of theories and models in the marketplace 
that claim to be the best approach to 
change management, but she believes 
that no one-size solution fits all. She 
favours a hybrid approach to change 
management, leveraging di� erent theories 
and experiences and applying them to the 
specific needs of clients and their projects.

“We are not consultants who come in, 
implement a short-term fix and walk away,” 
she says. “We’re all about sustainable 
solutions, and part of our delivery is 
training, mentoring and upskilling the 
people we work with. This is why we 
get called in by anyone from CEOs to 
operational directors who are driving 
certain functions and need our support.

“We’re o� en asked to lead 
complex change projects on 
behalf of our clients because 
they recognise the emphasis 
we put on engaging their 
people in the process, whether 
it’s a workplace redesign 
and transformation or the 
implementation of a new 
system. We also help with 
the tailoring of training, as 
without the full engagement 
of your team no change can be 
successful.”

Business Change Manager 
Oge Zogie-Odigie concurs. 
“I’ve done some work in HR, 
in particular learning and 
development, and that’s been 
quite useful because you’ve 
got to learn to carry people 
along with any big changes 
and help them understand 
how they can translate that into their 
work. Our job is not about persuading 
people to make changes – not because 
their manager says that they’ve got to do 
so, but because it’s something which is 
going to add value to what they’re doing.

“It’s vitally important to get buy-in 
across the board. You’ll o� en come across 
some who say ‘but we’ve always done it 
this way’, and it’s our job to explain the 
benefits they will get if they try it another 
way. We will o� en bring people together 
to say, ‘what does good look like and what 
can be done better?’ In this way we 
are challenging the status quo, 
and that means gaining 
buy-in from everyone 
within the client 
organisation, from 
operatives to senior 
management.”

Adds Olivia 
Chalmers, Business 
Change Manager: 
“Many leaders find 
implementing change 
overwhelming. Leading 
by example and being 
fully transparent is one 
of the best ways to begin the 
movement of change.”

LEAN SIX SIGMA 
A keystone of the consultancy is the 
application of Lean Six Sigma principles 
as expounded by Kachela, who is a Black 
Belt practitioner. Lean is a widely adopted 
management approach that seeks to 
create more value with fewer resources 
through the identification and removal 
of waste from processes – essentially 

CHANGING 
TIMES

anything that consumes resources and 
produces little or no value. Six Sigma is 
a set of techniques and tools for process 
improvement first introduced at Motorola, 
among other organisations. Together 
they are a powerful combination that can 
boost an organisation’s profit, customer 
experience and productivity.  

Says Kachela: “Most FM organisations 
are facing financial challenges, compliance 
challenges, increasing competition and 
demands from clients. Ultimately Lean 
Six Sigma provides an evidence-based, 
data-driven approach to tackling these 

issues and helping businesses advance.” 
Essentially, she explains, Lean Six 

Sigma enables organisations to 
correct and improve processes 

that hurt their valuable 
collateral. “Plain and simple, 
it enables organisations to 
create e� icient processes, 
so its employees can deliver 
more services with more 

satisfied customers.
“We have undertaken a 

number of Lean Six Sigma 
reviews for clients over the 

years which have all resulted in 
demonstrable benefits,” she continues. 

“We’re currently working on an exciting 
project with one of our clients to streamline 
their planned maintenance regime, while 
ensuring compliance, by adopting a total 
production maintenance (TPM) model 
traditionally used in manufacturing. This 
will not only result in cost reductions and 
reduced disruption for customers, but it will 
also improve the overall maintenance and 
condition of assets in the long run.”

The adoption of new technologies, in 
particular data-driven digitisation within 

Many leaders fi nd 
implementing change 

overwhelming. Leading by example 
and being fully transparent is one 

of the best ways to begin the 
movement of change.”
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FM, is increasing. This data is used to inform 
decision-making and take a more proactive 
approach to facilities management service 
delivery, from tracking reactive maintenance 
trends to helping to streamline processes and 
services to improve performance.  

Becky Kendall, Project and Programme 
Manager, has an IT background but is not an 
advocate of new technology for its own sake. 
She argues that with any digital project, it’s 
important to resist the temptation to leap 
straight towards a solution without paying 
enough attention to the problem. “We’ve seen 
a desire to use technology rather than people 
because it’s cheaper and quicker and more 
accurate – but it’s important not to ignore the 
change impact. How are you going to train sta�  
up? How will managers deal with a change to 
their roles, and how will these changes cascade 
down the line?”

She continues: “Whatever the technology 
might be, whether it’s introducing a new 
CAFM, an upgraded back-o� ice system or 
moving to a new agile solution, you have to do 
it in a well-thought-out way that is carefully 
managed. This is where HR expertise comes in, 
to determine if [people’s] roles have changed, 
how they can be upskilled and whether they 
might struggle with the new processes.” 

Another consideration is how FMs can 
utilise all this new data and how it can be 
applied to garner further insights and help 
deliver continuous improvement. Says 
Kachela: “We’ve seen organisations that have 
redesigned their workspace using digital 
tech so they can make it more agile and 
collaborative – but from day one everyone has 
gone back to using the space in the same way 
they used it before.

“We’re increasingly being asked by FM 
organisations to provide change expertise to 
projects, so that right from the outset there is 
an understanding of a shared vision, not just 
that of senior executives but of all the sta�  – so 
when people move into a new workspace, they 
understand the intentions of how the space is 
meant to be used.” 

THE GENDER CHALLENGE
Working within such a male-dominated sector 
has had its challenges for the mainly female 
team. Kachela explains: “For me as a young 
Asian-British female, there are o� en elements 
of preconceptions and unconscious bias, and 
this does mean I have to work extra hard to 
be recognised for the work I do, and what I’ve 
achieved. The key for us is to deliver what we 
say we will, do it e� ectively and demonstrate 
our value. We’re seeing more and more repeat 
business and referrals. This for us is the key 
way to overcome those barriers and earn 
respect.”

Business Unit Director Tess Pendle has 
found during her experiences of overseeing 
major projects that being a female consultant 

has led to some people being “pleasantly 
surprised”. She adds: “I bring in a di� erent 
perspective, especially with my change 
management background, so I think people 
do find it refreshing when we go in.”

The other major challenge for the 
consultancy was in January 2018 when 
it fell victim to the collapse of Carillion, 
whose infamous poor payment terms led 
CIP to the brink of insolvency. According to 
Kachela it took a lot of courage and hard 
work to turn things around, and as a result, 
like many in the FM sector she is much more 
risk aware. “I would say FM organisations 
think di� erently since Carillion – they’re 
not just coming in with the lowest price 
when vying for contracts. The collapse 
sent shockwaves through the sector and 
imparted many lessons. For myself, I have 
learnt to manage risks better and to venture 
more boldly into new sectors.”

She predicts that FM is moving into a new 
age of integrated property and facilities 
management. This means integrating the 
advisory side along with a transactional 
service, and a workplace management 
agenda being pushed by the IWFM will help 
influence how organisations are run.

But she adds a word of warning. “There 
is still some way to go to get everybody in 
FM aligned with that vision. While I think 

there will be the increased personalisation 
of services with the use of smart tech, AI 
and apps, this will all need to be o� ered in 
tandem with robust processes. While it’s 
great that we’re embracing new innovation, 
we can’t forget those aspects as they are the 
foundation for it to work.”

Her more immediate plans for the future 
of CIP is to “continue enjoying the work we 
do and make a positive impact wherever we 
go. Over the past few years, the company 
has expanded to meet the growing demand 
from new and existing clients – a demand 
that has been generated by word of mouth, 
demonstrating the positive reputation that 
our team has built, and it’s something we 
aim to maintain.”

We’ve seen organisations that have redesigned 
their workspace using digital tech so they can 

make it more agile and collaborative – but from day one 
everyone has gone back to using the space in the same 
way they used it before.”
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LinkThru from Cistermiser harnesses the power of the Internet 

of Things to monitor water temperatures and ensure Building 

Owner compliance with HSG274, reducing risk of Legionella.
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FOCUS      FIRE SAFETY

As recently reported  by a leading 
real estate consultancy, there 

has been a 35 per cent increase in 
new-build hotels in the UK market 
in recent years, making up 66 per 
cent of all new hotel rooms. With 
this in mind, the conversation 
around safety, compliance and 
regulatory standards should be at 
the forefront of discussion, not only 
for construction teams, but also for 
the facilities management service 
providers who are tasked with 
keeping the buildings running. 

Within one month last year, three 
hotels in London, Bristol and Lewes 
su� ered minor-to-major damage from 
fires which broke out in the buildings. 
The most serious fire was at a Premier 
Inn hotel in Bristol , which was almost 
entirely destroyed in a devastating 
blaze (thankfully no one was hurt). 
Although the cause of this incident 
remains unclear, it is a painful 
reminder of the importance of fire 
safety and compliance, and the need 
to ensure fire safety maintenance and 
compliance is well managed. 

FMJ: Can you describe the current 
state of fire safety regulations?
Harrison Briggs (HB): It goes 
without saying that fire safety has 
always played a pivotal role in the 
construction and maintenance of 
buildings, especially in high-rise 
buildings and densely populated 
areas. But the awareness, 

scrutiny and focus on the topic 
has been growing recently 

within the sector and 
society, particularly in the 

wake of the Grenfell 
fire in June 2017. 

Nick Fox (NF): The government is 
taking steps towards safeguarding 
from such events with the production 
of the ‘Building a Safer Future’ 
report  by Dame Judith Hackett, 
which gives considerable insight on 
the issue. However, there is still a 
lot to be done before the regulatory 
standards catch-up to the rapidly 
developing world of construction and 
the growing use of technology within 
the sector.    

How would you define the term 
compliance within your sector?
NF: Within the facilities management 
industry, the term ‘compliance’ can 
be interpreted in di� erent ways and 
so measurement standards can vary 
depending on the type of building, 
sector or management. Hard FM 
compliance, for example, can be 
split into two sections. Statutory and 
mandatory compliance relates to 
carrying out the right maintenance, 
to the right assets, at the right 
frequency, abiding to the relevant 
legislation and guidance. Sector 
compliance is about ensuring you 
have the appropriate sub-contractor 
management, permit to work 
systems, COSHH assessments, DSE 
assessments, working at height 
procedures, relevant 
and up to date 
policies 

and risk assessments, relevant 
to your specific field of work.

HB: While Nick’s examples stress 
the need for compliance solutions 
with regards to fire particularly, 
this of course applies to other areas 
of buildings. Water, gas, electric, 
pressure levels, and li� s, to name 
a few, all need the same level of 

attention to ensure they meet 
relevant regulatory standards. 
This is where a compliance 
management system can come into 
play, by o� ering businesses critical 
compliance support across property 
portfolios. The management of 
building maintenance is no easy task 
and will consume a vast amount 
of time for any facilities manager. 
Having a system in place to act as a 
one-stop solution for all maintenance 
needs can help FMs work more 
e� ectively, bettering any existing 
e� orts by streamlining processes, 
alerts and standards.  

How can facilities managers 
embrace this new shi�  to tech-
focused compliance?
NF: The varying nature of FMs work 
o� en attracts very di� erent skillsets, 
dependent on various factors 
including the building type and age, 
quantity of people in said space, and 
any existing support in place. The 
debate between outsourcing and 
carrying out FM services in-house 
is an ongoing one, which will likely 
never have a definitive 
answer more in 

favour of one 
or the other. So, the role of 
the FM will forever need 
to be involved in H&S and 
compliance in at least 
some capacity. 

HB: The work of 
facilities management 
varies greatly 
between di� erent 
organisations, so 
businesses must 

ensure their FMs have the necessary 
skills and the required resources 
available to support any challenges 
that may crop up. Whether this is in 
the form of training courses, so� ware 
solutions or other sta�  around them, 
it is down to the company to ensure 
that all necessary support is in place. 
For all maintenance related activities 
in facilities management, there 
are certain processes that should 
unquestionably be put in place to 
ensure safe and e� ective results.

Investing in a compliance system 
will streamline and digitise the entire 
compliance process and provide 
accurate real-time compliance status 
across the entire property portfolio. 
FMs can easily manage their statutory 
building (and other business critical) 
requirements in one central online 
location using smart and dynamic 
dashboards, evidence-based 
reporting, automated reminders and 
notifications, along with many other 
bespoke features.

Compliance applies to all areas of 
managing a building. There is no end 
to the list of tasks that comprises the 
role of the facility manager; and with 
this, of course, comes the possibility 
of error. Building maintenance 
is no easy suit, and whether you 
are working in risk assessment, 
procedures, management, or any 
other area of FM, the most 
important piece of advice I 
can provide is to invest in 
a suitable compliance 
management 
system. FM 
service 

providers 
are here to 
make your 
day-to-day 

easier and 
more e� ective, 
so invest in the 

o� erings on the 
market to see the 

benefits in your 
role and those 
around you. 

FMJ talks to Harrison Briggs, Solutions Manager at Churchill Group, and Nick Fox, 
FM consultant and Chair of IWFM UK Members Council on the growing need to 
adopt the latest fi re safety and compliance technology within the hospitality sector
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ALTRO NOW A RECOMMENDED SUPPLIER OF 
FLOORS AND WALLS FOR PROCURE22  
Altro has been appointed as a recommended supplier of vinyl and resin floors 
and floor accessories on the Department of Health’s ProCure22 Framework 
for NHS and social care construction schemes in England. Altro floor 
systems, including Altro Orchestra, Altro Aquarius and Altro Wood Safety, are 
recommended for use throughout healthcare environments. This follows Altro’s 
appointment in 2018 as a recommended supplier of wall and door systems, 
including the Altro Whiterock and Altro Fortis systems.

The ProCure22 (P22) process is 
designed to achieve improved value 
for money and reduce exposure 
to risk through a simplified capital 
procurement procedure.

With up to 20-year product 
guarantees, Altro can ensure 
healthcare environments provide an 
impervious, hygienic and durable 
environment, meeting the stringent 
requirements in critical hygiene 
areas. With a vast array of colours, including wood-look designs, a warm and 
welcoming environment can be created to reduce stress and improve patient 
and sta�  wellbeing, without compromising on hygiene standards.

Altro provides a wide selection of floor solutions that can be used in all areas of 
health and care environments, including specialist safety solutions for areas with 
a high slip risk, including bathrooms and kitchens.

Altro has also been awarded DSDC accreditation, and is the only manufacturer 
to have HACCP approval for both floor and wall products.

� www.altro.co.uk

� (0) 1462 489 516

� enquiries@altro.com

TORK OFFERS VIRTUAL REALITY HAND 
HYGIENE TRAINING 
New from Tork is a cutting-edge 
virtual reality training simulation 
aimed at improving hand hygiene 
in healthcare.

Manufacturer Essity collaborated 
with behavioral scientists, 
university hospitals and global 
hand hygiene experts in developing 
this ground-breaking tool.

Tork VR Clean Hands Training and 
Education uses virtual reality to 
provide healthcare sta�  with realistic scenarios where hand hygiene needs to be 
carried out. And Essity believes itself to be one of the first companies ever to use 
VR in a hand hygiene training simulation.

“Tork VR Clean Hands is designed to make hand hygiene training more 
engaging and inspiring,” said Essity Sales Manager Liam Mynes. “Participants 
put on their VR headset and prepare to start a new shi�  at their healthcare 
workplace.

“They then face a series of real-life situations in the virtual world where they are 
expected to practice hand hygiene compliance - using their own hands.

“If they fail to perform hand hygiene at the right moment, they can try again 
and will soon learn to adopt excellent hand hygiene standards both in the virtual 
and in the real world.”

Tork VR Clean Hands Training and Education is free to download via App 
Store and Google Play and participants need a compatible smartphone and VR 
headset with remote control or equivalent.

� www.tork.co.uk/TorkVR

� torks@essity.com

� 01582 677570

REAL-TIME MONITORING PROVIDING REAL-TIME BENEFITS  
When a medical diagnostics company required 
a new water treatment monitoring system 
to improve its performance calculations and 
prevent against unnecessary alarm call-outs for 
sta� , Veolia Water Technologies UK (VWT UK) 
provided the ideal solution.

In the space of a weekend, VWT UK installed its 
bespoke AQUAVISTA Portal system, providing 24-
hour remote monitoring of the site’s water systems 
and accurate trending of plant performance through 
a secure private portal.

As a manufacturer of clinical products, it is vital 
that the medical diagnostics company is able 
to monitor data and record trends to ensure its 
compliance with various regulatory bodies. This 
includes knowing when its various instrument 

parameters and operating systems reach specific 
levels, so that preventive action can be taken if 
necessary.

A reliable source of purified water is also critical 
to the company’s work and for this reason it 
depends on a previously installed VWT UK IonPro 
LX which uses reverse osmosis and continuous 
electrodeionisation (CEDI) to produce high-purity 
water with low levels of bacteria. However, without 
a water treatment monitoring system, it was 
impossible to di� erentiate between the general and 
specific alarms of the company’s technology and 
sta�  o� en did not know if immediate action was 
required when an alarm was produced. This resulted 
in numerous unnecessary night and weekend 
callouts by sta�  and trips to the plant room to take 

data readings. A new system was 
required that would monitor the plant 
automatically and send appropriate 
notifications for di� erent situations 
with indications of urgency.

As the medical diagnostics company 
already used the VWT UK IonPro LX, 
they approached VWT UK to provide 
a solution. VWT UK had recently 
launched its bespoke AQUAVISTA 

system – a web-
based platform 
that allows users to 
remotely monitor 
and manage water 
treatment systems 
on any device, via a 
secure and private 
portal. The bespoke 
AQUAVISTA system 
was selected as the 
ideal solution and 
installed to monitor 
the IonPro LX as well 
as four individual water loops, a nitrate analyser, 
an inline Total Organic Carbon (TOC) line cell and 
multiple leak detection units.

The site’s alarms were then altered to allow sta�  
to easily distinguish between when immediate 
action was required and when attention was less 
immediate, preventing system errors from being 
overlooked whilst also reducing unnecessary 
callouts. For the client this has saved time for 
sta�  members and reduced the costs of covering 
call-outs; the company is now hoping to phase out 
overnight cover shi� s onsite altogether.

�  www.veoliawatertechnologies.co.uk          �  01628 879 704
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SAFESITE SECURES JONESCO PLASTICS ROOF 
Safesite, a supplier of fall protection 
solutions, has provided Jonesco 
(Preston) Ltd with a collective fall 
protection system that ensures 
maintenance teams accessing the 
roo� op are separated from hazards 
and all potential fall risks.

The main roof on the Preston 
HQ is a corrugated sheet roof that 
featured exposed skylights. Wanting 
to establish their working at height requirements in order to protect the 
maintenance team and outside contractors when working on the roof, Jonesco 
(Preston) Ltd contacted Safesite to conduct a site visit and survey.

Following the visit, Safesite proposed a protection system comprising of Kee 
Cover, KeeGuard Topfix and a KeeLine system, to be installed on every roof 
apex, allowing for the easy removal and cleaning of roof fans. Included in the 
scheme was a riveted KDH3 around the roof access hatch, safe systems training 
and personal protection equipment (PPE) for use with the KeeLine system when 

li� ing fans out for replacement.
“We can now rest assured that 

there is a safe and secure roof for 
maintenance to be carried out” 
comments Rob Mayor, QHSE 
Manager at Jonesco (Preston) Ltd. 
“Whether it be our own sta�  or 
outside contractors, they are now 
able to avoid any potential risks when 
working on the roof area.”

� www.safesite.co.uk

� 01293 529977

� info@safesite.co.uk

SNICKERS’ WORK GLOVES FOR 
HEALTHY HANDS 
There’s one thing that Professional Tradesmen and Women can’t do without if 
they want to get their jobs done properly – Healthy Hands!

So take good care of your most important tools and choose a pair that’s 
right for your work to ensure the ultimate in dexterity, durability, comfort and 
protection.

With advanced 
designs, features 
and material 
combinations, 
there’s something 
to suit most trades, 
from bricklayers 
and roofers, 
electricians and 
plumbers, painters 
and mechanics, 
facilities and 
transportation.

Added to which 
the unique ‘curved’ 
designs ensure strong, secure grips while sophisticated patterns, vents and ribs 
combined with durable materials that provide cut protection, knuckle protection, 
ventilation, water and wind protection, even features so you can use your mobile 
phone. What’s more, for specialist use where health and safety standards are 
key requirements, all of our Work Gloves are EN certified for performance and 
protection.

� www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

� sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk

� 01484 854788

CHANGING PLACES AT THE NEC  
The UK’s top events destination is responding 
to changing market forces by enhancing its 
accessibility provision.

The NEC in Birmingham has added a third 
Changing Places assisted accessible toilet to the 
611-acre site’s visitor facilities, this latest outside 
Hall 2. Supplied and installed by Closomat, the WC 
compliments those already in place at the venue, 
also undertaken by Closomat.

All the Changing Places within the NEC meet 
the highest requirements outlined by British 
Standards (BS8300:2018): in addition to the basic 
space, and fixtures of full room cover ceiling track 
hoist, height adjustable adult size changing bench, 

and privacy screen, they feature height adjustable 
wash basins in place of fixed, and Closomat Palma 
Vita wash & dry toilets in place of conventional 
WCs.

“The NEC welcomes 2.4million visitors a year, 
to 500 events,” explains the NEC’s Senior Event 
Manager Julie Kimpton, who chairs the venue’s 
Accessibility Operations Committee. “On the basis 
that 20% of the UK population has a disability, it is 
logical that we ensure we have enough accessible 
toilets. We already have a dozen or so conventional 
wheelchair-accessible toilets; as part of a rolling 
toilet refurbishment programme, we took the 
opportunity to further enhance our provision 
for those visitors who need extra support, by 
designing in additional Changing Places. Our past 
experience with Closomat led to advising CBRE, 
our facilities services provider, to use Closomat 
again for this latest Changing Places.

“We already had Changing Places facilities 
outside Hall 20 (the location of Naidex, Europe’s 
most established event dedicated to the 
independent living and healthcare industries), and 
in the neighbouring Resorts World Arena, so it was 
logical to provide one in the Piazza, so no-one has 
far to go to find suitable facilities.”

Adds Kelvin Grimes, Closomat away from home 
project manager, “A Changing Places is designed to 
enable anyone who needs help- be it from a carer 
or equipment- to deal with their intimate care- to 
access appropriate facilities when away from 
home. BS8300:2018 notes that further provision of 
a wash and dry toilet in place of a conventional WC 
enhances the user’s dignity & independence. Not 
every Changing Places has one, so it is great to see 
the NEC being exemplar in its provision.”

Under British Standards (BS8300:2018), it is 
best practice to provide a Changing Places toilet 
in addition to conventional accessible facilities 
in buildings where the public spend time. The 
Government is also reviewing making them an 
obligatory requirement in new buildings or major 
refurbishments.

�  www.closomat.co.uk          �  info@clos-o-mat.com          �  0161 969 1199
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ERGOSENSE ADOPTS THINGSTREAM FOR 
GLOBAL FACILITY MANAGEMENT SOLUTION    
By combining Thingstream’s 
globally available IoT 
Communication-as-a-Service 
solution with Ergosense’s 
suite of measurement and 
monitoring devices, there is 
now a secure, reliable and 
cost predictable option to 
help gain e� iciencies when 
managing facilities.

Ergosense’s devices 
help identify and manage 
e� iciencies within the 
workspace. It became clear 
that to connect devices that measure temperature, air quality, decibels, light, 
and occupancy, connecting to the premises through Wi-Fi was too complicated, 
posed numerous security questions and was ultimately unreliable.

With Thingstream, Ergosense can now manufacture its devices embedding 
Thingstream’s IoT Communication-as-a-Service solution which guarantees 
Low Power GSM coverage in over 190 countries worldwide. For distributors of 
Ergosense, they now have a truly plug-and-connect, making installation and 
maintenance simple.

Ergosense’s facilities management IoT devices use a Bluetooth mesh network 
which is linked to the central “Doc” device which, in turn, uses Thingstream to 
manage data flow via Low Power GSM.

� https://thingstream.io/

� sales@thingstream.io

� https://ergosense.co.za

SELF-HEALING CUTTING MATS NOW 
AVAILABLE FROM FIRST MATS    
Birmingham-based matting experts, First Mats Ltd, has launched a new range of 
self-healing cutting mats. The mats are designed to protect workbenches and 
other surfaces from cutting marks caused by knives, rotary cutters, and similar 
tools. 

The new range will include a variety of di� erent grades and styles; such as the 
traditional Green cutting mats complete with grid marking, and transparent 
cutting mats designed for flat-bed laminators and graphics applications. 

Heavy-Duty white cutting mats 
have also been introduced which 
are ideally suited to industrial 
and commercial facilities such as 
packaging areas. The hard-wearing 
nature of white cutting mats 
ensures many years of use, even in 
the most demanding of industrial 
environments. 

Unlike traditional work surface 
protectors, the self-healing cutting 
mats quickly ‘heal up’ to maintain a smooth surface. This helps the user to 
consistently cut straight without creating grooves in the material surface, and 
also vastly improve the lifespan of cutting implements. 

Richard O’Connor, Strategic Marketing Director of First Mats, said: “This new 
range of self-healing cutting mats provides a fantastic addition to our already 
established range of Anti-Fatigue Mats, where First Mats is regarded as one of the 
market leaders. By extending our range of products, we continue our impressive 
growth in both the commercial and domestic marketplace.”

� www.firstmats.co.uk

� info@firstmats.co.uk

� 0121 702 1659

GERFLOR FLOORINGS COMPLETE NEW 
AXHOLME NORTH LEISURE CENTRE   
The completion of a multi-million pound 
new leisure centre ‘kitted-out’ with no less 
than five high performance Gerflor flooring 
products, has boosted the leisure o� ering 
available to a rural community in the north 
of the Isle of Axholme, North Lincolnshire.

Previously the only leisure provision for 
residents was an old school hall without 
a swimming pool, North Lincolnshire 
Council wanted to help increase the local 
numbers participating in sport and active 
recreation by putting in place the right 
infrastructure.

Since first impressions count, design-led 
flooring solutions for the customer-facing 
areas was decided upon, and, as a result, 
Gerflor’s Taralay Impression Control fitted 
the brief by combining the specification 
qualities of performance and slip resistance along with aesthetics. Installed 
within the reception, corridors and cafeteria areas, it also unified and enhanced 
the décor of these hard working, communal spaces.

A simple to maintain surface was also an important characteristic for the multi-
function fitness studio flooring enabling it to be quickly cleaned. Meeting this 
brief with ease was Gerflor’s Taraflex Comfort in wood-e� ect design ‘Oak’: “Being 
a multi-use space, we needed a hardwearing surface but not a clinical 
feel or look."

� www.gerflor.co.uk

� 01926 622600

� contractuk@gerflor.com

ARTIC RENOVATE DARENT VALLEY’S PINE 
THERAPY WARD GARDEN  
Artic have recently renovated the Pine 
Therapy Ward’s Garden at Darent Valley 
Hospital in collaboration with the Hospital’s 
charity.

Following the Ride to Amsterdam to 
raise money for the Small Baby Unit and 
new Breast Cancer so� ware, the charity 
approached us to be part of this renovation, 
of course we welcomed the opportunity 
to give something back to our local 
community.

The Hospital’s garden is situated on the 
chemotherapy ward, and our aim was to 
make the small space a sanctuary, giving 
chemotherapy patients the opportunity to 
relax and convalesce in calm surroundings 
during their treatment. The old space 

needed the broken floor replaced and 
we decided new artificial grass would 
revitalise the surroundings and bring 
the garden to life.

Artic were pleased to contribute our 
services to complete this project, and 
the sta�  of the hospital can’t wait to 
open the doors to host their infamous 
Christmas and Summer parties.

� www.articbuildingservices.com

� (0) 345 308 2300

� sales@articbuildingservices.com
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BOSTIK DEMONSTRATES THE ART OF 
FLOORING AT UNIVERSITY OF SUFFOLK
Bostik has supplied a host of subfloor preparation 
and flooring adhesive products for use on the 
refurbishment of the Arts & Design Building at the 
University of Su� olk. The products, combined with 
Bostik’s expert advice, enabled a faultless installation 
of the new floor coverings in the building.

Top Floors was appointed to strip out the two-
storey centre’s rubber stud tiles, which were installed 
in the early 1990s, and replace them with 700m2 Altro 
Walkway vinyl and 500m2 of Burmatex Tivoli carpet tiles as well as new nosings 
for the staircases.

To ensure that the subfloors were prepared correctly, and that the new floor 
coverings were bonded as e� ectively and e� iciently as possible, Top Floors 
approached Bostik for its specialist guidance and market-leading products.

Once Top Floors had removed the previous floor coverings the company 
primed the subfloors using the versatile Bostik Universal Primer. This was then 
followed by Bostik’s two-part Screedmaster Ultimate smoothing compound, 
which o� ers excellent workability and flow characteristics.

To bond the vinyl floor coverings in the corridors 
and on the staircases, Top Floors applied Bostik’s 
BEST flooring adhesive. For the carpet tiles in the 
rooms, Bostik specified its Laybond Carpet Tile 
Tackifier. Finally, Top Floors installed 100 new 
Quantum nosings on the building’s stairs using the 
high-strength Sticks Like Turbo adhesive from Bostik 
brand EVO-STIK.

� www.bostik-profloor.co.uk

� info@bostik-profloor.co.uk

� 01785 272625

THE PLATFORM LIFT COMPANY FORMS 
A NEW PARTNERSHIP  
The Platform Li�  
Company Ltd is proud 
to announce its new 
partnership with leading 
Swedish platform li�  
manufacturer Motala 
Hissar AB, who are part 
of the world-renowned 
KONE Group.

This exciting new 
partnership positions The Platform Li�  Company as a key UK distributor of 
Motala Hissar’s range of platform li�  products to other trade li�  companies, 
commercial clients and end users. The Platform Li�  Company will also be 
responsible for providing parts, servicing, maintenance and repair for the Motala 
platform li�  product range within the UK.

Customers for the Motala 2000, Motala 2000 Home and the Motala 6000 LS can 
enjoy a complete turnkey service from The Platform Li�  Company whose head 
o� ice is in Andover, Hampshire with satellite o� ices in London, Manchester and 
Glasgow. Services include design, build and installation by fully qualified and 
experienced engineers.

Sean O’Sullivan, Managing Director and owner of the Platform Li�  Company, is 
thrilled to be working alongside Motala Hissar AB as their key UK partner.

“Motala Hissar AB has been long recognised within our industry for their 
manufacturing excellence and premier platform li�  solutions. This partnership 
agreement will help transition our family-run business into its next stage of 
growth.”

� www.platformli� co.co.uk

� sales@platformli� co.co.uk

STATELY HOME SECURED WITH 
ADVANCED PROTECTION    
A country house steeped in almost two centuries 
of history is now being protected by benchmark 
multi-protocol panels from fire systems leader 
Advanced.

Designed by the resident architect to the Dean 
and Chapter of Gloucester Cathedral, the grade 
II listed Badgeworth Court, Gloucestershire, was 
built in 1829 as the home of Colonel Selwyn Payne. 
A� er a rich 190-year history the house has now 
been converted into a residential care home run by 
Barchester Healthcare.

Responsible for the complete installation of the 
fire system and all field devices, Hertfordshire-
based Amida Fire undertook the phased upgrade 
of Badgeworth Court as part of Barchester 
Healthcare’s scheme to replace all of their care 
homes with Advanced so that sites are easier to 
maintain going forward.

The nature of the building made parts of the 
upgrade tricky, and wireless devices needed to 
be installed in some of the less accessible areas 
of the home. The MxPro 4's timeclocks were used 
to configure multi sensors in kitchen and laundry 

areas so that at night, when fewer sta�  are on 
duty, the devices only detect smoke. During the 
day, when these areas are more actively in use, 
detection has been set-up for a combination of 
heat and smoke.

Dan Wilson, Director at Amida Fire, said: 
“With over 40 years’ experience in installing and 
commissioning fire systems, Advanced is always 
Amida Fire’s first choice when selecting a fire alarm 
panel. It’s easy to use, competitively priced, widely 
known and o� ers good technical support.”

MxPro is the fire industry’s leading multiprotocol 
fire system range. It o� ers customers a choice of 
two panel ranges, four detector protocols and a 
completely open installer network, backed up by 
free training and support. MxPro panels can be 
used in single loop, single panel format or easily 
configured into high speed, multi-loop panels in 
200 node networks covering huge areas. MxPro’s 
legendary ease of installation and configuration 
and wide peripheral range make it customisable to 
almost any application.

Amanda Hope, New Business Development 

Manager at Advanced, said: “Our multi-protocol 
panels o� er highly reliable, flexible and 
configurable protection, ideal for healthcare, 
hospital and care home facilities. It’s a testament 
to our fire systems that Barchester Healthcare have 
the confidence to install our panels throughout 
all their care homes in the UK, ensuring the most 
dependable protection on the market.”

�  www.advancedco.com          �  (0)345 894 7000
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SNICKERS WORKWEAR FLEXIWORK 
INSULATED JACKETS AND TROUSERS     
Superb insulation and full 
weather protection for 
optimal comfort on site.

Street-smart, stylish 
looks and market-leading 
GORE-TEX and 37.5 fabric 
technology make these 
jackets and trousers a must 
for winter on site or for 
outdoor leisure activities.

You’ll stay warm and dry in 
this layered clothing that’s 
robust, waterproof and 
windproof too! The design 
and fabric combinations 
will keep your body in the 
optimum comfort zone as 
the weather conditions change on site.

They’ve got all the features and functionality that you’d expect in Snickers 
Workwear Jackets and Trousers. They’re great looking garments that will keep 
you feeling comfy wherever you are and whatever you’re doing at work in cold 
weather.

With a range of winter accessories to choose from as well, Snickers Workwear’s 
FlexiWork and ALLroundWork garments feature contemporary designs packed 
with must-have features that focus on fit, comfort and freedom of movement as 
well as using innovative fabrics that deliver long lasting protection.

� www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

� sales@hultaforsgroup.co.uk

� 01484 854788

DID YOU KNOW? WHILE 95% OF LOCKERS ARE 
OCCUPIED, ONLY 50% ARE ACTUALLY USED OVER A 
3-MONTH PERIOD  

When space is one of your biggest costs, this is a huge waste.
Simplicity locker management so� ware lets you view locker usage in real-

time or run reports like ‘Locker Bank Interaction Over Time’ and ‘Not Opened 
Lockers’. Using this information, you can make an informed decision to alter 
your floorplan or change how the system is configured – for example, do you 
need fewer visitor lockers and more team lockers?

Simplicity lockers open with your building access card or our free smartphone 
app. Our so� ware makes it possible for one person to look a� er the storage for 
the whole country, rather than having multiple people on-site managing keys.

It’s also fully compliant with GDPR standards.

� www.simplicitystorage.co.uk          �  simplicity@yourworkspace.com

� (0) 1621 855 053

INTERNAL APPOINTMENTS REINFORCE 
TRUVOX’S FOCUS FOR NEW DECADE ON 
CONTINUED INNOVATION
Two internal promotions within the senior management 
team at Truvox International will bolster the global 
floorcare specialist’s focus on innovation into a new 
decade. Company strategy and day-to-day management 
will be led by Gordon McVean, appointed to the role of 
Executive Director. Malcolm Eneas takes on the role of 
Operations Director, responsible for ensuring processes 
and procedures to deliver growth, whilst reflecting the 
company ethos.

The introduction of new products to its comprehensive catalogue of world-
leading floorcare products and increase in its international customers are pivotal 
to continued growth. These are areas that Gordon McVean will give significant 
emphasis to over the coming year and beyond.

Gordon has 28 years’ experience within the cleaning 
industry, and has managed international sales and 
marketing at Truvox since 2008. Previously he worked at 
Kew Cleaning Systems as General Manager, followed by 
nine years at Kärcher UK.

As Operations Director, Malcolm Eneas will have 
responsibility for the leadership of advanced 
manufacturing systems, supply chain, product developments and standards 
including quality management systems, ISO9001:2015, and environmental 
management systems, ISO14001:2015. Malcom has been part of the Truvox team 
since 2002, most recently in the role of Operations Manager. 

� www.truvox.com

� sales@truvox.com

� 023 8070 6600

SHROPSHIRE LAW PRACTICE BENEFITS FROM 
MEGAMAN’S LED SOLUTIONS  
Megaman’s Berto panel and Renzo 
bulkhead LED fixtures have been used 
to create a comfortable, safe and 
energy e� icient working environment 
for multi-disciplinary law practice GHP 
Legal’s new o� ice in Shropshire.

Megaman was tasked with providing 
a full lighting design and specification 
for the new o� ice. A combination of 
36W MEGAMAN BERTO ultra slim LED 
integrated panels and 15.5W MEGAMAN 
RENZO LED bulkhead fixtures was 
selected. Berto panels, which feature 
a low glare di� user ensuring a high 
quality of light, were easily installed in 
the suspended ceiling structure. The 600mm x 600mm LED panels are the same 
size as the ceiling tiles so could be installed simply in their place with no need to 
adapt the structure. The 4000k colour temperature LEDs deliver a cool white light 
ideal for the o� ice environment.

Megaman’s Renzo surface mounted, LED bulkhead range, was chosen for use 
in the stairwell areas as an energy e� icient alternative to compact wall-mounted 
fluorescents. The Renzos selected for use on this project included the Renzo 
Sensor with a built-in microwave motion sensor to help lower energy usage. The 
Renzo Emergency was also specified, meaning the lighting will also function 
as a three-hour (E3) emergency lighting solution to provide uninterrupted 
illumination for a safe evacuation in the event of a fire or loss of power.

� www.megamanuk.com

� +44 (0)1707 386000

� @MegamanUKLtd

*Based on over 500,000 lockers worldwide and more than 1 million users (Vecos)
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UNIVERSITY FUTURE-PROOFS £450M CAMPUS WITH 
NETWORKED FIRE SYSTEM FROM ADVANCED               
Swansea University has installed a network of 
Advanced fire alarm control panels to protect 
its 65-acre, £450 million Bay campus from the 
threat of fire.

The University has installed 25 one, two and four-
loop MxPro 5 fire alarm control panels throughout 
its 11 academic Bay campus buildings, specified 
thanks to their superior networking abilities.

Installed alongside over 5000 Hochiki and 
Apollo protocol devices, each fire panel has been 
programmed as a standalone, with all information 
reporting back to the main security command 
centre repeater panel. Over the years to come and 
as the campus continues to grow, further panels 

can be added 
to the site-wide 
network wise 
ease, creating 
time and cost 
e� iciencies, 
while 
minimising 
disruption to 

the university’s sta�  and students.
Advanced partner Securus Group was responsible 

for networking the Bay campus fire system & 
commissioning a number of buildings including 
Swansea University’s IMPACT building, Energy 
Safety Research Institute (ESRI) and Active building.

James Watts, commissioning engineer at Securus 
Group, said: “Advanced is the ideal solution when 
protecting large-scale sites with multiple buildings 
that each have individual cause and e� ect 
programming. Advanced panels are very easy to 
install and configure and provide powerful, resilient 
networking.”

MxPro 5 is the fire industry’s leading 
multiprotocol fire system solution and was recently 
certified by FM Approvals to the EN 54 standard. It 
o� ers customers a choice of two panel ranges, four 
detector protocols and a completely open installer 
network, backed up by free training and support. 
MxPro panels can be used in single-loop, single-
panel format or easily configured into high-speed 
networks of up to 200 panels covering huge areas. 
MxPro’s ease of installation and configuration as 

well as its wide 
peripheral 
range make it 
customisable 
to almost any 
application.

Phil Calvey, 
Regional Sales 
Manager for 
the South 
West, said: “Our MxPro 5 product range is ideal for 
any large-scale site, including hospitals, prisons, 
airport terminals and university campuses, where 
networking is specified or desirable. Thanks to the 
work of Securus Group I’m confident that, as new 
buildings emerge on campus and further control 
panels are installed, the fire system will stand the 
test of time.”

Advanced, owned by FTSE 100 company Halma 
PLC, has an enviable history of protecting some 
of the world’s leading educational institutions, 
including the Australian National University, 
Cambridge University and Sofia University.

�  www.advancedco.com          �  (0)345 894 7000

VEOLIA WATER TECHNOLOGIES UK LAUNCHES NURION     
Water technology expert, Veolia Water 
Technologies UK (VWT UK) is delighted to 
announce the launch of NURION, a skid-
mounted, reverse osmosis (RO) system 
designed to produce high-quality ingredient 
water.

The NURION system produces water suitable 
for use across a number of manufacturing 
facilities. Water produced from the system is 
free from any undesirable taste, odour, colour 
and impurities, which could be harmful to 
consumers and to product quality. As a result, 
the high purity solution is particularly suited 
for use in the food and beverage industry as 
ingredient water. The solution, which has 
been developed through VWT UK’s business 
unit, SOLYS will help customers to comply 
with the most stringent regulations and will 
guarantee that the water entering products is 
of a uniform quality and consistency.

Thanks to its permeate line design and 
certified components, the NURION system 
ensures consistent water quality. The system 
follows European Hygienic Engineering and Design 
Group (EHEDG) hygienic design principles, which 
allows it to optimise microbial control throughout 

the treatment process. The new system also 
features a variable speed pump, which has been 
integrated with automatic control valves and 
aligned with the automation features to ensure 
stable operation and an autonomous RO. As well 
as being more stable, the system’s low energy 
membranes allow the NURION system to work at 

lower operating pressures.
As well as providing exceptional performance, 

the NURION system has been built with 
accessibility in mind. The ‘plug and play’ unit can 

be fitted within an existing facility or supplied as 
a containerised solution. What is more, with a 12 
inch touchscreen panel, operators can manage the 
system via a user-friendly interface. Every aspect 
of the system has been built with quality control 
in mind. This includes the decision to manufacture 
its frame from an epoxy coated carbon steel. 

Similarly, all non-metallic materials have been 
supplied in accordance with at least one of the 
drinking water FDA/ NSF-61/ ACS regulations.

VWT UK prides itself on the local a� er-sales 
service it o� ers with every specification. To 
ensure the long-term, e� icient operation of 
installed systems, the company’s support team 
o� ers preventative and corrective maintenance 
programs. Additionally, the company can 
provide its AQUAVISTA system, a cloud-based 
program that allows users to monitor the 
performance of their systems day or night. 
The program allows users to keep up-to date 
with real-time performance data over any 
internet or cellular connection. Pairing one of 

the company’s innovative systems with its digital 
AQUAVISTA service provides users with access 
to more information around asset monitoring, 
benchmarking, improvement and management.

�  www.veoliawatertechnologies.co.uk          �  0203 567 7400

http://www.advancedco.com
http://www.veoliawatertechnologies.co.uk
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CENTIEL CONFIRMS SENIOR APPOINTMENTS  
Leading UPS manufacturer, CENTIEL UK, has confirmed the promotion of 
Louis McGarry to Sales and 
Marketing Director with 
immediate e� ect.

Formerly CENTIEL’s sales 
manager, Louis McGarry 
will now oversee CENTIEL’s 
UK sales and marketing 
operation. In addition, 
Andrew Skelton previously 
operations manager, has now 
been named as Operations 
Director. Andrew Skelton is 
responsible for the delivery and deployment of CENTIEL’s full range of market 
leading UPS solutions for projects across the UK.

Mike Elms, Managing Director, CENTIEL UK confirms: “Since launching the 
CENTIEL brand in the UK two years ago, the company has grown dramatically 
requiring additional sta�  which makes introducing the correct structure and the 
right people within a senior management team imperative.

“Louis McGarry’s appointment to sales and marketing director recognises 
his significant contribution to our success so far. He will now have overall 
responsibility for the continued expansion of our hardware and service sales 
in the UK. Louis and Andrew’s new roles and our renewed structure will further 
strengthen our existing team and put CENTIEL in the best place for continued for 
long-term industry leadership.”

McGarry has over a decade of experience in the UPS industry working for 
brands such as Kohler Power (previously UPSL), and Emerson Network Power 
(Vertiv).

� www.centiel.co.uk

� 01420 82031

� sales@centiel.co.uk

AIRDRI BOLSTERS TEAM WITH SERIES OF NEW 
APPOINTMENTS   
Airdri, a leading designer 
and manufacturer of hand 
dryers, is starting 2020 on 
a high with the addition 
of two new senior hires to 
bolster its team.

The firm, which last year 
marked 45-years in the 
hand dryer industry, has 
appointed Simon Green as 
Head of Value Engineering, 
Sourcing and Quality, and 
Luis Orozco as Senior Electronics Engineer.

Simon joins Airdri from iPRO Solutions Ltd, bringing with him over 20 years’ 
experience in product design and engineering. He will be responsible for R&D, 
production process, component sourcing, supply chain and quality across 
Airdri’s UK and China operations.

Luis, who has worked as a design engineer in the automotive industry for 
over a decade, will take on the role of designing new electronic boards for 
Airdri’s next generation of hand dryers.

Airdri CEO, Tony Wall, says: “I am thrilled to welcome Simon and Luis to the 
Airdri team. They are joining us at a very exciting time, as we look to expand 
into new markets and stay ahead of the curve with new product development. 
We are poised for strong growth in 2020 and their appointments will 
significantly bolster our team of experts, helping us to deliver our vision for the 
next generation of cutting-edge washroom solutions.”

� www.airdri.com

� +44 (0)1865 882330

� sales@airdri.com

VICTAULIC LAUNCHES NEW STRENGTHINTM 100 SERIES E125 
INSTALLATION-READY BUTTERFLY VALVE FOR HVAC SYSTEMS     
Victaulic, the world’s leading manufacturer of 
mechanical pipe-joining systems, has launched 
the new Victaulic StrengThin 100 Series E125 
Installation-Ready butterfly valve, an ideal 
solution for HVAC applications.

In response to customer requests for more 
e� icient valve installations, the Series E125 
butterfly valve o� ers the best of both worlds: the 
benefits of a grooved valve combined with the 
ease and speed of installation of an Installation-
Ready coupling. By encasing the capability of a 
rubber-lined butterfly valve within a coupling, the 
Series E125 valve reduces the overall footprint, 
considerably speeds up installation, and reduces 
weight by almost 50% compared to a flanged valve 
assembly.

DJ Wolbert, Product Manager at Victaulic, 
comments: “An Installation-Ready valve was the 
next logical step for us. Flanged wafer valves have 
always been a sour point for the industry. Not only 
do they have a lengthy installation process with 
the star-pattern tightening of the bolts and nuts 
and a higher risk of misalignment, they also have a 
cumbersome maintenance process. Our new valve 

solves all these issues. It can simply be pushed 
on grooved pipe or fittings and by tightening two 
bolts and nuts, installation is complete, not only 
twice as fast as the traditional two couplings and a 
valve combination, but up to 10 times faster than 

wafer valves with flanges.”
Specifically designed for use on thin wall 

stainless steel pipe featuring the StrengThin 100 
groove profile, the rubber-lined valve protects 
against leaking and ensures easier maintenance 
– all in a compact, easy-to-install design, suitable 
to be fit into tight spaces o� en associated with 

HVAC systems. The Series E125 butterfly valve is 
lighter in weight and allows for full 360-degree 
orientation, so it fits into tight, irregular spacing. 
Its economic design means there are no loose 
parts, making it safer and quicker to install – 
without the need for star-pattern bolt and nut 
tightening.

The valve is available in DN80 – DN200 | 3”- 8” 
sizes and is specifically designed for systems 
up to 16 bar | 1600 kPa | 232 psi and for bi-
directional service to full working pressure. It is 
also o� ered with a standard ISO 5211 stem and 
flange geometry to accept most gear and power 
actuators.

The compact 
design allows for 
a cheaper, faster, 
cleaner and safer 
installation process. 
Additional details 
and product 
information can be 
found by visiting the 
Victaulic website.

�  www.victaulic.com
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EASTWOOD PARK RELEASES APRIL 2020 - MARCH 2021 
TRAINING CALENDAR                
Eastwood Park’s new training calendar for 
April 2020-March 2021 has been published with 
details of its specialist engineering and estates 
and facilities management courses. Following 
a busy 2019 celebrating 50 years of 
training delivery, 2020 looks to be 
just as eventful.

New this year is a Safe management 
of healthcare waste course, which 
focuses on the HTM 07-01 guidelines, 
significant for understanding not only 
the environmental and health benefits 
of appropriate waste management 
but also the cost savings that can be 
achieved.

Eastwood Park has also expanded its 
mechanical portfolio with a pressure 
systems introductory course - Pressure 
systems hazards & responsibilities, 
following the success of its Skilled and 
Authorised Person training. Sitting 
alongside this is a new Technical 
boilerhouse risk assessment course.

2020 will also see the return of Eastwood Park’s 
popular Hospital engineering apprentice summer 
school which provides apprentices with a greater 
appreciation of the HTMs and compliance through 

practical, technical sessions with expert trainers. 
If you have apprentices joining you or looking for 
progression opportunities in the new year then 
please do register them early. Eastwood Park is a 

supporting provider on the Register of 
Approved Training Providers (RoATP).

The faceli�  in the main house is 
now complete - there’s a refreshed 
restaurant and dining service and a 
number of refurbished bedrooms. An 
updated bar, lounge and new games 
room provide space to relax and 
unwind a� er a day’s learning.

With essential training in everything 
from core hospital engineering 
disciplines to tailored courses for 
the commercial sector, to estates 
and facilities management and 
decontamination, Eastwood Park 
delivers courses to meet the latest 
safety regulations and HTM guidelines, 
get in touch now to secure the dates 
that best suit you.

�  www.eastwoodparktraining.co.uk          �  training@eastwoodpark.co.uk          �  (0)1454 262777

SPOTLIGHT ON EMERGENCY LIGHTING AS ADVANCED 
APPOINTS NEW BUSINESS MANAGER      
Global fire and life safety company, Advanced, 
has appointed a new business manager to 
support the growth of its emergency lighting 
business.

Matt Jones joins Advanced from his role as 
product manager at Apollo Fire Detectors. In 
his new role, Matt will leverage Advanced’s 
strong reputation in the fire industry to tap into 
new emergency lighting markets and grow the 
LuxIntelligent and EasySafe brands.

LuxIntelligent is an addressable automatic test 
system that examines all emergency lighting to 

check it is compliant and functioning or, in the 
event of a failure, provides accurate maintenance 
guidance without the need for manual 
intervention. The system can be integrated with 
almost any type of light, o� ers a host of unique 
technical features and proves compliance with BS 
5266. EasySafe is a new range of addressable, low-
voltage emergency luminaires and exit signs that 
work with LuxIntelligent control panels and can be 
installed and maintained without the need for a 
qualified electrician.

Matt said: “In the fire industry, Advanced is 
synonymous with performance, quality and ease 
of use, a reputation I want to mirror across our 
emergency lighting portfolio. We have a strong 
presence in the UK with plenty of growth potential, 
but we also aim to maximise the opportunity to 
expand globally as we have done with our fire 
products.”

Pete Browitt, Managing Director at Advanced, 
said: “We’re introducing further innovative 
products to our emergency lighting product line, 
the imminent launch of our EasySafe low voltage 
emergency lights will establish us as the only 

manufacturer to enable the use of both low and 
high voltage lights on the same loop. The addition 
of Matt to the team means we are now in a strong 
position to be able to drive our solution forward in 
key markets.”

�  www.advancedco.com          �  (0)345 894 7000

http://www.advancedco.com
http://www.eastwoodparktraining.co.uk
mailto:training@eastwoodpark.co.uk
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WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU UPGRADED YOUR 
INTERNAL SIGNAGE?               
80% of communication in the workplace is 
visual, so it is important that you implement 
clear signage to display important information 
around the working environment.

DURAFRAME - Magnetic Fold-Back Frames
DURAFRAME is an innovative and easy to use 
signage solution, designed to present information 
clearly and professionally. It requires no expensive 
tools or installation team and is available in over 80 
di� erent sizes, colour and attachment options.

DURAFIX - Self-Adhesive Magnetic 
Clips, Rails & Rolls
The latest product range 
in the DURABLE signage 
portfolio, DURAFIX is 
the perfect solution for 
keeping notes, reminders, 
documents, etc. close 
to hand whilst keeping 
workspaces neat and tidy at 
the same time.

Floor Display Stands – For Clear 
Directional Signage
Signage in the workplace 
can be required to change 
in a matter of hours which 
is what makes DURABLEs 
range of floor standing 
display stands perfect. Not 
only are they robust and 
freestanding but signage can 
be changed in a matter of 
seconds to help save time.

Wall Mounted Displays – The Permanent Solution
Some information will never change such as 
building floor plans, room numbers or a restaurant 
location. This range of wall mounted signage gives 
you an easy to install solution that is clear and 
stylish at the same time.

Get 15% o�   all signage solutions at www.
shop-durable.com/fmj - use code FMJ15 at the 
checkout.

�  www.shop-durable.com/fmj          �  (0) 1202 897071          �  hello@durable-uk.com

LEADEC AWARDED TWO PRESTIGIOUS HEALTH AND SAFETY 
MANAGEMENT AWARDS AT THE FIRST ATTEMPT     
Leadec has won two prestigious Sword of 
Honour awards from the British Safety Council.

Its on-site operations at Jaguar Land 
Rover’s Engine Manufacturing Centre (EMC) in 
Wolverhampton and vehicle assembly plant in 
Castle Bromwich, where Leadec provides facility 
management services including cleaning and 
waste management, were two of 84 worldwide 
that achieved a Sword of Honour in 2019.

They are awarded 
to companies 
that demonstrate 
excellence in the 
management of 
health and safety 
risks at work.

In order to 
compete for the 
Sword of Honour, 
Leadec first had 
to achieve the 
maximum five stars 
in the British Safety 
Council’s health 

and safety management audit scheme in the 
period August 2018 – July 2019.

It must also demonstrate to an independent 
panel of experts that it has achieved excellence 
in health and safety management throughout the 
business – from the shopfloor to the boardroom.

Leadec undertook five-star audits at its head 
o� ice in Warwick and at four Jaguar Land Rover 
locations, having chosen to make no preparation 
before the first site audit to test its management 
systems against the industry benchmark.

They narrowly missed out on scoring five stars at 
that audit, and a� er making only minimal changes 
to their management systems, achieved five stars 
for the remaining three audits, with the first audit 
site awarded five stars shortly a� erwards.

The Company, which renewed its existing 
cleaning and waste management contracts at 
Jaguar Land Rover’s three UK vehicle assembly 
plants this year, and which provides facility 
management services to the EMC, has recently 
also completed its latest three-year audit cycle of 
company management systems certified to the 
latest standards (ISO 45001, 9001 and 14001), with 

zero non-conformities.
With these 

systems, Leadec 
can consistently 
implement the same 
standard of health and 
safety (and quality 
and environmental) 
management across 
its customer base and 
sectors. Among others, 
Leadec is also certified 
to IATF16949 for its 
assembly operations.

Lee Smith, Managing Director, said: “As an 
organisation whose employees are mostly based 
on customer premises, the emphasis on health and 
safety is constantly reinforced, whether that be 
through training, incessant auditing or continuous 
improvement.

“These prestigious awards are just one, albeit 
very significant, step in our drive to bring the 
best health and safety culture to our industry and 
customers.”

�  www.leadec-services.com/uk          �  (0)1926 623550

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.leadec-services.com/uk
http://www.shop-durable.com/fmj
http://www.shop-durable.com/fmj
http://www.shop-durable.com/fmj
mailto:hello@durable-uk.com
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KOOLDUCT SHOWS LASTING POWER OF 
INNOVATION AT STEM LEARNING 
Over 13 years since it was first installed, ductwork fabricated from The Kingspan 
KoolDuct System is maintaining ideal learning conditions at the National STEM 
Learning Centre at the University of York.

First opened in 2005, STEM learning supports 
teachers, technicians and support sta�  to deliver 
an inspiring education in science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM).

The building exemplifies their forward-looking 
approach, featuring a number of cutting-edge 
technologies including ductwork fabricated from over 2500 m2 of The Kingspan 
KoolDuct System. With its premium performance insulation core, the lightweight 
solution eliminates the requirement for a secondary lagging stage – helping 
to accelerate installations. Ductwork can be fabricated on or o� site in sections 
up to 2.95 m in length and can be fitted with a variety of coupling solutions to 
suit the particular demands of each application. At the National STEM Learning 
Centre, TClarke provided the full mechanical and electrical package including 
the Kingspan KoolDuct System for use primarily within the two main plantrooms 
in the building, which circulate air to meeting rooms and the main theatre. Its 

highly airtight design helps to reduce fan energy 
demand within the system, whilst the non-fibrous 
insulation core minimises the risk of loose fibres 
entering the ductwork, maintaining healthier working 
and studying environments.

A recent inspection of the air conditioning found 
that the ductwork had been well maintained and was 
in excellent condition.

� www.kingspanductwork.co.uk

� +44 (0) 1544 388 601

� info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk

WINT WATER INTELLIGENCE SCOOPS GOLD AT 
INSURANCE TIMES AWARDS FOR THEIR 
AI-POWERED LEAK PREVENTION TECHNOLOGY 
Leading water intelligence technology provider WINT Water Intelligence has won 
the gold award at the prestigious Insurance Times Awards in London.

The Gold Award for the ‘Excellence in Technology – Claims’ category went to 
WINT’s artificial intelligence (AI) powered solution that lets Insurers, Facilities 
Managers, Construction and Building Services Contractors reduce water damage 
risk and claims. WINT Water Intelligence, a leader in water management, analysis 
and leak prevention, picked up the award alongside one of their UK partners, 
Aqualytics, which provides on-the-ground customer service for WINT technology.

WINT's technology helps construction projects, existing buildings and estates 
and newly built facilities to avoid water 
damage-related claims by identifying 
anomalies, leaks and waste at the source, 
alerting facilities managers and shutting 
o�  water supplies when necessary.

The ‘Excellence in Technology – Claims’ 
category recognises solutions that 
improve internal and external operational 
and administrative claims processes in the 
insurance market. The Judges, made up of some of the most respected leaders 
in the Insurance market were looking for tangible evidence that technology has 
improved operational e� iciencies, claims processes, customer services, and 
business administration.

The judges described WINT as: “a cool product – honest, clear and knows the 
market. We need something like this in our businesses.”

WINT solutions are successfully deployed at thousands of locations worldwide.

� www.wint.ai

� sales@wint.ai

LAVAZZA PROFESSIONAL’S NEW KLIX ECO CUP 
IS RECYCLABLE WITH PAPER WASTE       
Lavazza Professional has introduced the new 
KLIX Eco Cup, a truly sustainable solution 
for hot drinks and the first of its kind in the 
vending industry. The cup is biodegradable and 
recyclable with normal paper waste, because 
it is constructed of a patented water-based 
dispersion barrier board, manufactured by 
Koktamills, and PEFC accredited paper, sourced 
from sustainably managed forests. The cup is 
produced by Benders.

The KLIX Eco Cup can be recycled into paper 
waste up to seven times and a Life Cycle 
Assessment, conducted by WSP, states that using 
the new cup “reduces environmental impacts by 
almost 2/3 compared to a standard paper cup”.

Lavazza Professional’s range of KLIX machines 
already leads the workplace drinks market with 
sustainability features such as low energy and 
standby modes and e� icient boiler systems, which 
heat just enough water to precisely the right 
temperature. The machines are manufactured in 
the company’s ISO 14001-certified UK factory.

“Completely dedicated to the workplace, 
and now with the new KLIX Eco Cup, Lavazza 
Professional o� ers a truly sustainable, hassle-free 
vending system,” said Ashley Weller, UK Market 
Director, Lavazza Professional UK. “We have 
always been passionate about supporting our 
customers on their own individual sustainability 
journeys. We are therefore pioneering a 
breakthrough, sustainable solution in the vending 
world. Our commitment is clear but we hope that 
other businesses will also increasingly play an 

active role, because strength is in numbers. We 
encourage the big players in the market to explore 
similar solutions in order to boost the rate of 
recycling for this type of cup.”

The new KLIX Eco Cup will be available from 
February 2020 in the KLIX Momentum and Outlook 
machines, starting with some of the most popular 
drinks, followed by a progressive roll out plan 
across 2020, dramatically reducing Lavazza 
Professional’s use of plastic.

�  www.lavazzapro.co.uk/klix-eco-cup          �  0800 0323 444

http://www.kingspanductwork.co.uk
mailto:info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk
http://www.wint.ai
mailto:sales@wint.ai
http://www.lavazzapro.co.uk/klix-eco-cup
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CROWN TRADE ADDS FINISHING TOUCH TO 
NEW POOLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT     
Using a combination of 
products from Crown 
Trade’s popular high-
performance Clean Extreme 
and Fastflow ranges, Poole 
Housing Partnership’s 
(PHP) new supported living 
accommodation provides 
a welcoming space where 
residents will feel right at 
home for years to come.

The Canford Heath Road Development is a new a� ordable housing scheme 
being constructed on the site of the old Gravel Hill Police Station in Poole. The 
large development will consist of three blocks with 56 general needs flats in 
Blocks A and B in addition to Block C which will house six supported living flats 
for young people with complex needs.

Having specified Crown Trade for use throughout the development, PHP 
worked closely with Crown’s technical team to finalise the product specification 
and create a tailored colour scheme to suit di� erent areas of the development.

Ideally suited to high-tra� ic areas, Crown Trade’s innovative Clean Extreme 
Stain Resistant Scrubbable Matt was used on the walls in the hallways, li�  lobbies 
and other common areas within Block C as well as private spaces including 
bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens and bathrooms in the supported living flats. 
The interior woodwork was decorated using Crown Trade’s Fastflow Quick Drying 
Undercoat and Satin, while Crown Trade’s Covermatt emulsion was also applied 
to all the ceiling areas as part of the new development.

� www.crownpaintspec.co.uk

� info@crownpaintspec.co.uk

� 0330 024 0310

ECOOS II REDEFINES LIGHT RADIATING 360 
DEGREES FROM A SINGLE SOURCE  
Zumtobel introduces ECOOS II, the lighting solution that provides unique 360 
degree lighting for o� ice spaces, healthcare and educational establishments in a 
minimalist, modern lightweight luminaire. It is now available in the slim version 
(30mm depth) or the updated original with its classic design (120x60mm).

The latest optical technology is used in ECOOS II including Zumtobel’s MPO+ 
(micro-pyramidal optic) that 
refracts the light in a very 
defined and specific way. 
The optic ensures the ideal 
balance between di� use 
and directional light creating 
the perfect low glare rating 
(UGR<19) across the whole 
product portfolio (up to 6600 
lumens).

Due to the reduced height 
in the slim version – it is far more di� icult to create the homogenous light 
emission exemplified in the classic design. The slim version uses Zumtobel‘s 
Curved Waveguide technology that captures light and guides it around the 
luminaire providing 360 degree light.The illuminated surfaces of the light body 
generate high vertical or cylindrical illuminances and immerse the room in 
a very pleasant, so�  light. The high CRI value of 90 and perfectly low glare 
light improve the impact of the lighting throughout the room. Thanks to 
tunableWhite technology, ECOOS II meets even the most specific requirements 
with its excellent white quality. Controlled via wireless BasicDim technology, 
lighting conditions can be intuitively and individually adapted to requirements.

� www.zumtobel.co.uk         

� info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com

� 01388 420042

COMPLY WITH NEW VENTILATION FIRE RISK 
STANDARDS WITH FILTA 
Award-winning Filta has 
unveiled a new automated 
duct-cleaning service to help 
operators meet the stricter TR19 
increased fire risk management 
standards for commercial 
kitchens.

FiltaVent works by spraying 
biological enzymes directly 
into the ventilation system with 
special nozzles to reduce the 
accumulation of grease, oils and fats (FOG), targeting all corners of the ductwork, 
unlike manual cleaning, where areas are o� en missed, avoided or inaccessible.

With automatic, round-the-clock dosing, it means operators are continually 
compliant with TR19 compared to having a quarterly deep clean of the ductwork, 
where they are only as compliant as their last deep-clean. 

� www.filta.co.uk

� 01789 453 700

� info@filta.co.uk

NO MORE LONG PIPE RUNS WITH 
THE CONTI+ LUMINO+ 
The lumino+ washbasin faucet 
with integrated small tankless 
water heater, proves to be a 
clever alternative to the long, 
sluggish pipe runs o� en used 
for hot water heating.

Thanks to a mixing sensor, 
that is unique on the market, 
a cross-flow of cold water is 
prevented and the water is 
reliably heated to 50 °C. The 
smart lumino+ water saving 
faucet is equipped with a 
small tankless water heater 
that ensures water only flows 
when it is actually needed 
thus reducing energy and 
water usage. Thanks to the 
short pipe runs, hot water is 
available immediately, with 
no preheating time while the 
touch-free IR sensor operation 
supports consumption on 
demand. Safe, convenient maintenance is possible with the sanitary rinse 
function to prevent germ growth, along with other additional functions such as 
the "pause" button and basin filling mode.

� https://conti.plus/

� paul.musgrove@conti.plus

mailto:DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK
http://www.crownpaintspec.co.uk
mailto:info@crownpaintspec.co.uk
http://www.zumtobel.co.uk
mailto:info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com
http://www.filta.co.uk
mailto:info@filta.co.uk
https://conti.plus/
mailto:paul.musgrove@conti.plus
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NHS PROPERTY SERVICES CEO MOVES TO UPP 
University Partnerships Programme (UPP), a provider of on-campus 
residential and academic accommodation infrastructure in the UK has 
announced the appointment of Elaine Hewitt as its new CEO.

A Fellow of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), Hewitt 
joins UPP from NHS Property Services where she has been Chief 
Executive O� icer since 2015 and was responsible for managing and 
servicing a £3 billion asset portfolio, some 4,000 properties, 5,000 
employees and an annual income of more than £700 million.

Prior to this, Hewitt held the position of Group Property Director at BT Group where she 
managed the largest corporate portfolio in the UK, delivering services to 7,000 properties 
globally. Hewitt has also held public sector roles, notably Crown Representative in the Cabinet 
O� ice for Property and Facilities Management across Government.

CBRE NAMES NEW MD OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT UK
CBRE has appointed David Fogarty as leader of its UK Property Management 
business, which provides property and asset management services across 
5,000+ assets for major global and local investor clients.

Fogarty, who will take up his new role on 1 March 2020, is currently MD of 
Property Management for Singapore and Southeast Asia at CBRE.

With a career in APAC spanning 25 years based in Australia and Singapore, 
Fogarty is recognised for his outstanding leadership and several notable 

achievements, including successfully doubling the size of the CBRE Property Management 
business in Southeast Asia over the last four years, creating a Sustainability business line and 
for introducing digitalisation to the portfolio.

CBRE’s previous MD of UK Property Management, Emma Buckland, has been appointed 
Global President of CBRE’s Property Management business lines.

AMEY APPOINTS MD OF FM, DEFENCE JUSTICE
Public service provider, Amey, has 
appointed Craig McGilvray as MD of its FM, 
Defence and Justice business.

McGilvray, a former MD at Balfour 
Beatty who brings with him two decades 
of executive level experience in the 
construction and engineering sectors 

replaces Amanda Fisher following her appointment to the 
role of CEO in December 2019.

Amey has also announced the appointment of Andy 
Halsall, who replaces David McLoughlin as MD for Utilities. 
Halsall is a former Business Improvement Director at 
Mitie who has extensive experience in large business 
improvement projects.

CHURCHILL ANNOUNCES NEW BDM
The Churchill Group has named Charlotte Parr as the new 
Business Development Director for Churchill Cleaning and 
Portfolio by Churchill’s London accounts.

Parr’s remit will include strengthening 
the London accounts for the two cleaning 
services, all in-line with Churchill’s 
commitment towards environmental 
awareness, social good and sustainability. 
She will focus on cleaning contracts 
from a supply chain and strategic point of view, using her 
experience and expertise to cultivate top-level relationships.

Night Shift Electrical Engineer - £38k – London

Lead Electrical Engineer - £42k – South London

Electrical Engineer (Days) - £37k - London

Mechanical Engineer - £38k – Central London

Door/Shutter Engineer - £38k – Exeter

Night Shift Door Engineer - £43k – West Midlands

Build Recruitment work
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YOUR ENGINEERING
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YOUR ENGINEERING
RECRUITMENT PARTNER
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At Leesman, we canvass the views of 
employees in order to arm businesses and 
organisations with the insights they need to 

provide both an e� ective working environment and 
an outstanding workplace experience. We do this 
via an online survey that looks at what employees 
are doing, and how well each of the activities they 
undertake as part of their role are supported by 
the physical, virtual and social infrastructures on 
o� er. The benchmark also considers the impact 
that the design of a space has on an employee’s 
overall experience, from their perception of their 
productivity to the sense of community.

We believe that a truly e� ective working 
environment, one that enhances productively on 
both individual and collaborative activities, is one 
that also o� ers a great day at work. 

Our research, based on a global database of over 
4,000 workplaces across 96 countries and more 
than 700,000 respondents, has identified an elite 
group of organisations that demonstrate a strong 
understanding of this innate connection between 
environment and experience. The Leesman+ 
collective is driving change through new methods 
and an innovative use of data to create workplaces 
that act as an example for the rest of the world to 
follow. 

The evolving employee experience
First and foremost, does the workplace have 
a positive impact on corporate image and 
sustainability? Corporate image is one of an 
organisation’s most important assets. What people 
think of and how they see the organisation is 

imperative. Not only does it impact the organisation’s 
draw towards potential customers, customers 
and collaboration partners, but it is also crucial in 
attracting and retaining the best talent.

The best workplaces in the world consistently 
o� er a specific type of workplace experience—a 
participatory space where infrastructures are cra� ed, 
immersive and user-centric. Our own research 
rea� irms that. And in a time when employers 
are being bombarded with the latest must-have 
workplace strategies, this research isolates the 
employee signal from industry noise to reveal a non-
negotiable list of employee experience components 
which leadership teams should ignore at their peril.

How to win the talent war
There is one simple way businesses, of all industries 
and sectors, can win the talent war. That’s by 
consistently investing in – and listening to – their 
primary asset: their people. 

Our data shows an elite band of organisations 
have asked, listened and taken measures to improve 
their employee experience. Since 2012, Leesman 
has awarded the highest performing workplaces on 
its Index – ones that comply with strict qualification 
criteria – Leesman+ certification. Identifying what 
separates them from the rest of the pack has helped 
to unveil the cornerstones of great employee 
experience. 

Crunching the survey data from the most recent 
Leesman+ list which comprises 28 buildings together 
with information on key variables external of the 
research including occupancy density, desk-sharing 
ratios, and environmental certification, has identified 

the key di� erentiators between these two groups. 
And the findings expose some blunt discrepancies. 
When it comes to personal productivity, for example, 
77 per cent of respondents in the Leesman+ buildings 
answer a� irmatively – a whole 15 percentage points 
higher than the global index average. On the topic 
of pride, meanwhile, scores soar by 29 percentage 
points, from 51 per cent to 80 per cent.   

Delving into the factors that determine these 
scores reveals a great deal about how organisations 
can achieve exceptional employee experience. It 
is easy to make the argument, for example, that 
Leesman+ organisations have a much better sense 
of their employees’ increasingly mobile and flexible 
needs. A substantial majority of the high-performing 
workplaces o� er either a fully flexible arrangement or 
a mix of flexible and designated workstations – and 
their occupiers are happy: a massive 86.5 per cent 
of respondents from the Leesman+ buildings report 
satisfaction with the variety of workspaces on o� er.

The open plan myth
Wider variety may also help to explain why the 
Leesman+ workplaces are predominantly open 
concepts. A perfect example of this conundrum can 
be found in the ongoing war on open plan o� ices in 
press. The most current and common theme is that 
open designs distract, diminish privacy and create 
toxic levels of stress at work. Yet, our latest findings 
show that organisations which get open plan designs 
right do not sacrifice visual or acoustic privacy. In 
fact, the number of respondents who were satisfied 
with the quiet rooms provided by Leesman+ spaces 
last year climbed to 61 per cent, which represents an 
increase of 20 percentage points since 2015.   

The common perception may be that remote 
working a� ords people the freedom to be both 
e� ective and creative away from the chaos of open 
plan o� ices, but this simply isn’t backed by the data. 
Leesman+ spaces contain fewer remote workers 
than the global average, while remote workers 
across Leesman’s wider database report lower 
levels of personal productivity than their o� ice-
based colleagues. Moreover, digital tools and better 
high-speed internet are still no match for face-to-
face interaction in the workplace when it comes to 
something as critical as knowledge transfer. O� ice 
workers report six per cent higher satisfaction with 
their ability to share ideas with colleagues than 
remote workers.   

There is an all-important question. Why are 
employees choosing to work remotely or from home, 
with increasing regularity? What does this actually 
say about the standard of today’s workplaces? 
Organisations have a duty to reappraise their 
employees’ needs ensuring they are providing the 
infrastructures, services and experiences to match.

MEASURING SUCCESS
Leesman’s CEO, Tim Oldman, explains what the best workplaces in the 
world are doing diff erently to everyone else and how others can adopt 
the same approach
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The world of work as we 
know it is changing faster 
than ever. From rapid digital 

transformation and agile working, to 
increased globalisation, businesses 
across the world are navigating a 
period of extreme transformation. 
At this pivotal point, future-proofing 
businesses has never been so 
important – and investment in skills, 
digital skills in particular, has a vital 
role to play.    

Key to equipping workforces with 
the skills and knowledge they need to 
keep pace with change – and unlock 
economic, organisational and personal 
prosperity – Learning & Development 
(L&D) should remain a priority for 
employers in 2020. But what areas do we 
need to focus on when investing in L&D 
programmes, and how can we make 
sure that it’s really working? 

In 2019, Kineo (a City & Guilds Group 
business) set out to shed light on – and 
learn from – some of the principal 
challenges in Learning & Development 
today. Learning Insights  is a global 
research report, conducted amongst 
1,300 employers and 6,500 employees 
across 13 international markets. 
From ensuring workplace learning is 
accessible and engaging to all members 
of the workforce, to making sure L&D 
strategy is competitive on a global scale, 
here are some of our key L&D learnings 
for 2020. 

Want L&D to be effective? 
Make it accessible and engaging
As the skills that businesses need 
transform, a massive 80 per cent of 
British employees say their organisation 
has taken steps to improve their skillset 
and employability over the past year. 
This is a great sign that employers are 
trying to ready their workforce for the 
future. However, these e� orts may not 
be hitting the mark – the study also 
revealed that only 13 per cent of workers 
rate training opportunities over the past 

year as very e� ective.
Naturally, businesses will be looking to 

get the most return possible from their 
L&D investment in the years to come 
– so we need to address the e� ectivity 
problem. 

The study highlighted two major 
factors at play: interest in and 
accessibility of L&D. A� er all, if workers 
are provided with training opportunities 
that they find boring or uninspiring – or 
if they can’t spare the time to attend 
them – they’re less likely to reap the 
potential benefits.

To optimise e� ectiveness, not only 
does L&D provision need to be more 
engaging and flexible – delivered where 
and when people want it, whether that’s 
at work or outside of the workplace – it 
also needs to be personalised to the 
individual needs, experience and career 
paths of learners. 

Whether delivered via traditional or 
newer digital methods, employers will 
have to strike a balance between the 
right content, and a flexible, high-
quality experience to prevent their 
investment from going to waste. To 
do this, employers will have to listen 
to the needs and expectations of their 
workforce and develop an approach 
to L&D that is both accessible and 
inspiring.

Learning needs to reach all types of 
workers in today’s workforce
The structure of the workforce itself 
is evolving too: as both employers 
and workers seek greater flexibility, 
contingent or agile working 
arrangements are becoming more 
common. 

Worryingly, despite the importance 
of these workers, our study found 
that many current workplace training 
programmes are not catering to this 
growing workforce – preventing both 
individuals and organisations from 
safeguarding their future. The research 
revealed that one in five (20 per cent) UK 

employers doesn’t carry out any training 
with contingent workers – compared to 
one in 10 for entry level workers – and 
businesses also report the lowest levels 
of training e� ectiveness in this group.

But contingent workers are in just as 
much need as full time workers when 
it comes to upskilling to keep up with 
rapid change – and employers that fail 
to invest will be unable to unlock the 
full potential of these workers. And 
let’s not forget basic training. In a case 
where any workers aren’t receiving 
essential training like on-boarding or 
compliance, employers are leaving 
themselves vulnerable to commercial or 
reputational risk. 

It’s time for businesses to consider 
upskilling and training in a broader 
context, shi� ing their focus to the skills 
that will underpin the future of work and 
making sure training is accessible to all 
members of the workforce, no matter 
how or where they work. 

In the ‘global skills race’ there’s no room 
for complacency
With the workforce 
becoming increasingly 
mobile – and overseas 
talent critical to the 
smooth running of 
British businesses – 
employers cannot a� ord 
complacency when it 
comes to skills. 

Our research indicated 
that employers in 
countries with rapidly 
emerging economies are 
among the most likely to 
ramp up investment in 
upskilling their workforce 
in the near future, partly 
in response to the 
impact of technological 
advances. For instance, 
65 per cent of Kenyan 
and 62 per cent of Indian 
employers consider 

digital transformation to be a significant 
factor driving change in their business 
– compared to just 42 per cent of UK 
employers.

While these developing countries 
embrace technology and pump 
investment into the skills that will allow 
them to compete on a global stage, 
British businesses risk lagging behind 
and losing talent to other markets.

Employers need to understand 
the training needs of their workers 
and ensure they continue to focus 
on developing skills – especially 
increasingly important digital 
capabilities – as a long-term strategy. 
Upskilling and future-proofing a 
business means playing the long 
game – and those who overlook the 
importance of skills investment risk 
losing altogether.

L&D in 2020: a two-way conversation
Businesses are facing a myriad of 
challenges and having a skilled 
workforce that’s future-fit is crucial if 
they’re to set themselves up for success. 
But while investment in L&D is vital to 
this strategy, there is no ‘one size fits all’ 
approach. 

It’s time for organisations to approach 
learning as a two-way conversation – 
where employers listen to the learning 
needs of every part of their workforce, 
and learners understand and value the 
training they receive. With an informed 
strategy, aligned with business goals and 
employee interests, businesses can put 
their strongest foot forward in 2020.

LEARNING INSIGHTS
According to a recent report from leading skills organisation City & Guilds, 
the UK is falling behind in the global skills race. Here John Yates, Group 
Director at City & Guilds Group off ers some essential insights on training 
gleaned from the research 
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Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational 
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk 

FM is known to be a career that people fall into 
from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ 
chats to a facilities professional about how they 
got into the sector and takes a look at their 
career path. This month we talk to Geoff  Grateley, 
Operations Director, Intu Retail Services Ltd.

Name: Geoff Grateley 
Current role:
Operations Director 
Intu Retail Services Ltd   
Born: Shrewsbury, Shropshire 
Lives: Nantwich, Cheshire

� How did you progress through 
the profession to your current role? 
I have always had a fascination with 
buildings, their architecture and 
how they work. I moved into FM and 
operations on leaving Manchester 
University with a town & country 
planning degree, initially with the Inland 
Revenue. I progressed through various 
management positions following a move 
to Electronic Data Systems. My focus 
on IT services and integrated FM gave 
further experience in the management 
of large corporate o� ices and critical 
environments. With the outsourcing of 
FM services to Stiell Facilities (acquired 
by Alfred McAlpine), I progressed through 
a series of multi-site operational roles, 
culminating in the position of National 
Operations Manager for a key account.   
In 2008 I was asked to join Europa 
Facility Services as Account Director for 
their retail business, A priority of the role 
was to lead the re-tender programme 
for the Capital Shopping Centres (CSC) 
contract in 2010, a� er which Europa 
became sole so�  service provider for the 
CSC UK portfolio.
 The strength of the Europa and CSC 
relationship led to the creation of a joint 
venture known as intu Retail Services. 
CSC rebranded as intu Properties in 
2013, the JV formed simultaneously, 
I took the role of Operations Director, 
representing Europa interests on the 
Board, and responsible for the delivery 
of operations to all 15 intu shopping 
centres in the UK. 

� Do you have any qualifications or 
training in FM and related areas such 
as health and safety? And how have 
you benefited from them? 
Through the years I have trained 
in a range of subjects from project 
management to coaching and 
mentoring. I was fortunate to receive 
a wealth of skills training while at the 
Inland Revenue, where investment in the 
development of people was an ethos of 

the team. At Stiell and Alfred McAlpine 
this continued with health & safety, 
commercial, people management and 
business development training, all of 
which prepared me for the opportunities 
with the vibrant, growing business at 
Europa.
  Most recently, with the support of Dale 
Carnegie Training, I have focused on 
the development of current and future 
leaders to enable their resilience and 
agility, and have worked closely with 
Investors in People to check and balance 
progress against targets.

� What is your greatest 
contribution to the FM sector, or your 
current role?
Being at the heart of the creation of 
a joint venture with a new brand, 
employing an operational team of more 
than 2,000 people (across the UK), with 
a combined budget in excess of £80 
million, the last six years have provided 
an outstanding opportunity, enabling 
me to lead and develop talented people 
wholly focused on transforming retail 
customer experience.
  Of greatest satisfaction for me 
personally, and perhaps my most 
significant contribution to the business, 
was leading the Investors in People 
accreditation for intu Retail Services, 
which was secured in 2015 and then 
built up to the Gold standard for all 15 
shopping centres by 2017.

� What do you enjoy most about 
working in FM?
I’m a planner, I have an eye for detail, I 
enjoy developing ideas and strategies 
to support others, but for me, the thing 
I enjoy most about my work in FM is the 
people. I believe FM success is all about 
the customers, the clients, the team and 
the leaders: interlocking all interests 
most e� ectively to enable a business to 
succeed and prosper. 

� Do you have future projects or 
career goals in mind?
My career goal is to continue to lead 

successful teams, to help others to 
grow, sharing my experience, building 
long-term value for business. The need 
for exceptional customer experience 
transcends sectors, and the beauty of FM 
is that it connects and influences across 
all. That’s where I want to be. 

� What personal qualities do 
you think are most needed for a 
successful career in FM?
To build a relationship with a customer 
or a colleague, we’re not looking at 
something in isolation. Just as we 
would develop lasting relationships 
with friends, we build the same with 
customers and colleagues, based 
on integrity and trust. These are the 
essential qualities we need in life, and 
if we can add adaptability, resilience 
and creativity, we are more likely to be 
successful in our chosen career.

� What do you think would make 
the biggest di� erence to catering the 
FM sector? 
Sometimes it feels as though we pigeon-
hole aspects of FM: client-side; service 
provider; in-house; outsourced; hard 
or so�  services. Categorisation can be 
helpful, however, it can also encourage 
barriers or limits. I believe there is more 
to be gained from taking a simple 
approach to understand common 
goals and unite everyone behind them. 
Individual purpose, output, language, 
communication all become more 
straight-forward if we have a few clear 
goals for everyone that draw people 
together.    

� What advice would you give to 
someone coming into the profession 
now? 
Home in on your customers from 
the outset, introduce yourself and 
start to get to know them and their 
requirements. Seek the thoughts and 
observations of people within and 
outside the profession. Listen, listen and 
listen again. Start to build your network 

and seek advice on how to do this. Allow 
your ideas to grow and be courageous in 
sharing these with your colleagues and 
customers. As you get to know people 
in the profession, seek an independent 
mentor to support and coach you. 

� What are the greatest challenges 
of working in FM?
Making sure we deliver a significant 
challenge is influence and impact on 
decision making. E� ective FM can 
have a dynamic impact on e� iciency, 
productivity and risk management. If 
the FM message is heard and valued 
at Board level, there is opportunity for 
business transformation. However, if 
that influence doesn’t make it through 
to impact on decision making, then the 
long-term success of the business is 
compromised.

� What do you predict could be the 
main changes to the FM sector over 
the next few years? 
Aside from top line political, 
environmental and macro-economic 
impacts on the built environment, 
workplace strategy will become 
increasingly impacted by the 
deployment of technology which 
enables tasks to be carried out in 
di� erent ways, across diverse venues, 
and increasingly with little or no human 
input.

The aspirations of employees will 
develop. Flexible working, short-term 
contracts, gig worker expectations, 
will result in need for organisational 
design agility. Technology, for example 
artificial intelligence, will enable the 
development of tools and processes to 
support these elements, while leaders, 
colleagues and clients should aim to 
develop their social intelligence, to 
enable stronger collaboration leading 
to more e� ectively managed change. 
Interestingly, people trained in “so� ” 
skills (stronger communicators) are 
significantly more likely to be advocates 
for change.
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Correlation
Tracer Gas
Thermal Imaging
Inspection Cameras
Dye and Salt Testing
Moisture Detection

For more information please contact LDS

Tel: 0344 809 4968
www.ldsleakdetection.com
info@ldsleakdetection.com
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